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Introduction to On Competition 
Michael E. Porter. Boston: Harvard Business School Press, forthcoming 1998 
COMPETITION HAS INTENSIFIED dramatically o ver the last decades, in virtual! y all 
parts of the world. It was not long ago that competition was all but absent in many 
countries, and in many industries. Markets were protected, and dominant market 
positions were the rule. Even where competitors were present, rivalry was anything 
but intense. Stifling govemment intervention blunted competition, as did outright 
cartels . 
While we now associate the absence of competition with developing 
economies, it is easy to forget how much change has also taken place in advanced 
nations. The breakup of cartels and powerful business groups and the intensification 
of competition had much to do with the remarkable post-World War II economic 
progress of Germany and Japan. The most competitive Japanese industries today 
developed under intense interna! competition, such as in consumer electronics and 
cars. Yet the development of large parts of the Japanese economy remains stunted by 
restraints to competition, in fields such as financia! services, chemicals, and retailing. 
Even in the United S tates, the nation with perhaps the strongest commitment 
to competition during the twentieth century, huge sectors of the economy have until 
recently been extensively regulated. Telecommunications, transportation, energy, and 
other sectors all provide vivid examples of the power of competition to unleash 
innovation and drive unheard of rates of progress. 
Very few industries remain in which competition has not intruded on stability 
and market dominance. No company, and no country, can afford to ignore the need to 
compete. Every company, and every country, must try to understand and master 
competition. 
The study of competition, in its full richness, has preoccupied me for two 
decades. While trained as an economist and steeped in the discipline of economic 
reasoning, I have sought to capture the complexity of what actually happens in 
companies and industries in a way that both advances theory and brings that theory 
to life for practitioners. My goal has been to develop both rigorous and useful 
frameworks for understanding competition that effectively bridge the gap between 
theory and practice. Striking this balance is challenging, and success sometimes 
eludes me. M y secret weapons-using m y ideas in actual practice to expose fuzziness 
in m y thinking, raise new questions, and inform subsequent work. 
This book draws together, for the first time in one place, more than a dozen 
existing and new articles I have written on competition. The articles address 
competition at multiple levels and in different settings, but a common perspective 
and set of frameworks unite them. 
Most of the articles here first appeared in the Harvard Business Review. While 
I have also published extensively elsewhere, the Review has seemed to me the best 
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also provided extraordinary help in making m y ideas clearer and more accessible. 
I could not resist the opportunity, however, to include two new articles written 
especially for this collection. One addresses clusters, an important idea introduced in 
my work on the competitive advantage of nations; the second covers global strategy 
and reflects m y most recent thinking. 
The book has three farts. Part I addresses competition and strategy for 
companies, first at the leve of a single industry and then for multibusiness or 
diversified companies. The structure and evolution of industries, and the ways in 
which companies gain and sustain competitive advantage in them, líe at the core of 
competition. A sophisticated understanding of these issues provides the foundation 
on which all else is built. Diversification, for example, cannot be approached sensibly 
without linking it directly to competition in individual business es. 
Part II addresses the role of location in competition. Interest in the 
competitiveness of nations, states, and cities has grown rapidly as competition has 
spread and intensified. Traditionally, competitiveness has been seen primarily as an 
issue for govemments. Moreover, many theorists have claimed that location 
diminishes in importance as the mobility of capital and technology rises and 
companies become more global in their activities. The articles in Part II challenge 
both of these notions. In them, I seek to show how prosperity for both companies and 
countries depends on the nature of the local environment in which competition takes 
place. A framework for understanding the influence of location on competition 
reveals new roles for companies in shaping their competitive context; the need for a 
new type of relationship between business, govemment, and other local institutions{· 
and new ways of thinking about govemment policy. Understanding the influence o 
location on competition, together with the ideas in Part I, is essential to setting a 
global strategy. 
Part ID draws on the frameworks in Parts I and II to address sorne important 
societal issues. The environment, urban poverty, health care, and income inequality 
are normally seen as social problems. As the articles in Part III illustrate, however, 
each of them is inextricably bound up with economics and, more specifically, with 
competition. Bringing a sophisticated understanding of competition to bear is not 
only revealing but offers concrete, workable approaches to solutions. 
Competition and Strategy: Core Concepts 
The collection begins with "How Competitive Forces Shape Strategy" (1979), 
the oldest article and m y initial effort to influence practitioners. This article, applying 
the perspectives of industrial economics to strategy, introduces a systematic 
framework for understanding the structure of industries and how they change.1 The 
performance of any company in a business can be divided into two parts: the first 
attributable to the average performance of all competitors in its industry and the 
second to whether the company is an above- or below-average performer in its 
industry. This article concentra tes on the first part, that is, on the large and sustained 
differences in the average profitability of industries. Using the "five forces 
framework," consisting of the bargaining power of buyers, the bargaining power of 
suppliers, the threat of new entry, the threat of substitutes, and the intensity of 
rivalry, I describe the determinants of long-term industry profitability and ways that 
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companies can influence them. 
"What Is Strategy?" addresses the second part of the profitability equation: the 
profitability differences among competitors . I had tackled the subject of positioninq. 
or the creation of an advantaged approach to competing in an industry previously, 
but "What Is Strategy?," first published in 1996, contains my latest thinking. In this 
article, I argue that a firm achieves superior profitability in its industry by attaining 
either higher prices or lower costs than rivals. The sources of these price or cost 
differences among competitors can in tum be divided into two types: those due to 
differences in operational effectiveness, or attainment of best practice, and those due 
to differences in strategic positioning. Both operational effectiveness and strategy can 
best be understood by dividing the firms into activities, the discrete economic 
processes firms perform in competing in any business. Activities are defined more 
narrowly than are traditional functions. I introduced a framework for systematically 
examining activities and their connection to competitive advantage, called the value 
chain, in my book CompetitiveAdvantage. 
All companies must continually improve operational effectiveness in their 
activities, but sustainable performance differences will most often depend on having a 
distinctive strategic position. Strategy differences rest on differences in activities, 
such as the way companies go about arder processing, assembly, product design, 
training, and so on. Strategies are sustainable because of tradeoffs, or choices that 
firms make to offer certain types of value but sacrifice others. Both competitive 
advantage and tradeoffs depend not only on individual activities but on the fit among 
numerous activities. 
The first two articles in Part 1 provide the core analytical frameworks for 
developing strategy at the level of an individual business: industry structure and 
competitive advantagejactivities. The next two articles in Part I-"How Information 
Gives You Competitive Advantage" and "End-Game Strategies for Declining 
Industries"-apply and extend these core frameworks to address important 
competitive strategy questions. "How Information Gives You Competitive 
Advantage" ( 1985) addresses the role of information technology in affecting 
competition. In it, Víctor Millar and I suggest that information technology plays a 
role in both industry structure and competitive advantage. The five forces framework 
provides the structure for analyzing the industry effect, while activities and the value 
chain pro vide the structure for examining the competitive advantage effect. Although 
this article was written more than ten years ago, the issues are still current. Today's 
concerns include the role of the Internet, new computer-aided design and 
manufacturing technologies, and enterprisewide information systems. The tools in 
this article provide an approach to understanding the competitive significance of the 
la test generation of information systems and software. 
In "End-game Strategies in Declining Industries" (1983), Kathryn Harrigan and I 
apply industry structure thinking and competitive advantage thinking to industries 
undergoing sustained decline due to the emergen ce of a superior substitute product, a 
shrinking customer group, or for other reasons. While industry decline is by no means 
inevitable, this article tackles the question of how to think strategically about 
competing in an industry facing decline. The tools of industry structure help firms to 
predict whether an industry can remain profitable as it gets smaller and whether 
continued participation is desirable. The logic of competí ti ve advantage helps firms to 
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think about what profitable position they can occupy in the shrinking industry. In 
any economy, a significant number of industries will always be declining, just as 
sorne will always be emerging. M y observation has been that too often companies, to 
their detriment, suspend strategic thinking when they find themselves in declining 
businesses. 
The first four articles in Part I address strategy in a single business, or what I 
call competitive strategy. The individual industry is the core level of strategy, 
because it is at this level that industry profitability is determined and competitive 
advantage is either won or lost. The article "From Competitive Advantage to 
Corporate Strategy" ( 1987) addresses strategy at the other important level-the overall 
strategy of a corporation diversified into more than one business. I call this corporate 
strategy. Many accounts treat diversification as a distinct question, separate from 
cornpetitíve strategy. This false dichotomy, however, starts to explain the dismal 
performance of most companies in diversifying over the last three decades, a result 
vividly illustrated by the data presented in my article. Bad things often happen to 
companies that attempt to separate their thinking about diversification from their 
strategies for competing in their various businesses. 
"From Competitive Advantage to Corporate Strategy" takes a different 
approach. It argues that while corporate strategy differs from competí ti ve strategy, the 
two must be intímately connected. Corporate strategy, like competitive strategy, 
involves questions both of industry and competitive advantage. At the level of the 
corporation, however, the questions become somewhat different. From an industry 
perspective, corporate strategy is concemed with the choice of industries in which a 
company should compete and how it should enter them. From a competitive 
advantage perspective, the central question at the corporate level becomes how being 
part of the overall corporation enhances (rather than undermines) the competitive 
advantage of individual business units. "From Competitive Advantage to Corporate 
Strategy" explores these issues, making use of the concepts of industry structure and 
the value chain. It shows how the notion of activities can be used to understand the 
strategic logic of diversification and how corporate strategy must be linked to 
organization and management practices. 
Companies have not lost their taste for diversification since this article was 
first published, and the diversification track record in the 1990s remains problema tic. 
Notions of core competencies and critica! resources have replaced discredited 
portfolio models in guiding much diversification, but too often the results differ little. 
These new ideas are imprecise and disconnected from relative cost and 
differentiation. Experience has shown that diversification not closely tied to 
sustainable competí ti ve advantage at the business urút level often destroys economic 
val u e. 
The Competitivenessof Locations 
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The core concepts of competitive and corporate strategy provide the 
foundation for exarnining any competitive situation. With ever increasing frequency, 
however, competition crosses borders. Firms compete across geographic locations 
with national, regional, and global strategies. Developing international (or cross 
locational) strategy requires two new sets of ideas. The first concerns the role of 
location in competition. As firrns begin to compete across borders, they gain the 
ability to locate activities anywhere. International strategy, then, must involve an 
understanding of how location affects competitive advantage. The second new issue 
raísed by international competition is the opportunity for firms to gain competitive 
advantage through coordinating activities across borders in regional or global 
networks. 
Part II begins with the issue of location. In 11The Competitive Advantage of 
Nations 11 (1990L I develop a new theory of the competitiveness of nations, states, and 
other geographic areas . Most treatments of competitiveness ha ve concentrated either 
on macroeconomic policies (government budget deficits, monetary policy, opening of 
markets, or privatization) or on compara ti ve advantages dueto endowments of inputs 
such as labor, natural resources, and capital. My article takes a very different 
approach arguing that the competitiveness of locations is primarily rooted in the 
nature of the business environment they offer firrns. Access to labor, capital, and 
natural resources does not determine prosperity, because these have become widely 
accessible. Rather, competitiveness arises from the productivity with which firms in 
a location can use inputs to produce valuable goods and services. Moreover, the 
productivity and prosperity possible in a given location depend not on what industries 
its firms compete in, but on how they compete. Traditional distinctions between high 
tech and low tech, or between manufacturing and services, have little relevance in an 
economy in which virtually all industries can employ advanced technologies and high 
skilllevels to achieve high levels of productivity. 
The roots of productivity lie in the national and regional environment for 
competition. In "The Competí ti ve Advantage of Nations, 11 I capture the effect of 
location on competition in a framework graphically depicted as a diamond made up of 
four primary facets: factor conditions, demand conditions, the context for strategy 
and rivalry, and related and supporting industries. The diamond metaphor has 
become common in referring to my theory. Government policies can influence all 
four parts of the diamond positively or negatively. 11The Competitive Advantage of 
Nations 11 explores these sources of competitiveness, how they change, and the 
implications for governments and companies. Diamond theory is not only a tool for 
managers but also a microeconomic-based approach to economic development for 
governments that is closely tied to actual competition. 
11 Clusters and Competition: New Agendas for Companies, Governments, and 
Institutions, 11 one of the two articles written especially for this collection, explores 
one of the most important ideas in my overall competitiveness theory-the concept 
of clusters. Clusters are geographic concentrations of firms, suppliers, related 
industries, and specialized institutions that occur in a particular field in a nation, 
state, or city. This new article pulls together what I have leamed about clusters both 
from research and in practice, in terrns of cluster theory, the role of clusters in 
competition, and their implications for government policy, company and 
institutional behavior. Clusters are a prominent feature on the landscafe of every 
advanced economy, and cluster formation is an essential ingredient o economic 
development. Clusters offer a new way to think about economies and economic 
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development; new roles for business, government, and institutions; and new ways to 
structure the business-govemment or business-institution relationship . Dozens of 
cluster initiatives have sprung up in many parts of the world, and this article 
summar:Ues sorne of the learning gleaned from both advanced and developing 
econorrues. 
"How Global Companies Win Out" ( 1982) moves from the influence of location 
to the role of corporate global networks. In it, Thomas Hout, Eileen Rudden, and I 
describe sorne of the basic characteristics of a global company and why a truly global 
company is more than justa company operating in many nations. The article outlines 
a number of ways in which coorclination across nations enhances competitive 
advantage, illustrated with three case studies of prominent global competitors. 
The final article in Part II, "Competing Across Locations: Enhancing 
Competí ti ve Advantage through a Global Strategy, " is the second article newly 
written for this collection. It brings together the two dimensions of international 
strategy-location and global networks . The concept of activities, so important to 
understancling competitive advantage in general terms, provides the basic framework 
for international strategy as well. When competing across borders, firms can spread 
activities to multiple locations to harness their locational advantages, while 
coordinating among dispersed activities in a variety of ways to harness network 
advantages . 
"Competing Across Locations" develops the implications of this framework for 
global strategy in a particular business. Global strategy taps the innovation 
advantages of locating headquarters or "home-base" activities in cluster locations 
while spreading other activities to other locations to source low cost inputs and gain 
access to foreign markets. Coordination transforms this array of dispersed activities 
into a global network. Earlier thinking about global strategy, which focused only on 
globalness and networks, was clearly too simple. This new article airns to take global 
strategy thinking to the next level. It also makes clear that global strategy is just a 
special case of the more general issue of competing across geography. The same 
framework can be applied toa local producer striving to become national. 
Competitive Solutions to Societal Problems 
A deep understanding of domestic and international compet1t10n offers 
powerful insights into a wide variety of societal problems. Part m begins with an 
article on the environment, "Creen and Competitive: Encling the Stalemate" (1995), 
written with Claas van der Linde. Environmental irnprovement is often seen as at 
odds with economic competitiveness because environmental standards can impose 
costs on business . This view, however, derives from a static and oversimplified view 
of competition. Drawing on my work on competitiveness, "Creen and Competitive" 
suggests that "environment versus competitiveness" is a false dichotomy. 
In the new thinking, competitiveness arises from increasing productivity in the 
use of resources. Productivity improvements must be never-ending. Seen in this light, 
virtually all forms of corporate pollution are manifestations of economic waste; for 
example, resources used inefficiently or valuable raw materials discarded. Improving 
environmental performance through better technology and methods, then, will often 
increase productivity and offset or partially offset the cost of the improvements . This 
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implies that environrnental regulation should focus on reducing the transactions cost 
of the regulation itself, which add neither environmental nor economic value, while 
facilitating product and process innovation. Corporations should see environmental 
improvement not as a regulatory matter but as an essential part of improving 
productivity and competitiveness . 
"The Competitive Advantage of the Inner City" (1995) addresses the economic 
distress of America 's urban cores . Urban poverty has been seen primarily as a social 
problem, and proposed solutions have focused on meeting the pressing human needs 
of inner city residents. But the problem is equally an economic one. Without 
accessible jobs and opportunities for creating wealth, social investment will be 
insufficient to achieve lasting benefits . Moreover, while there have been efforts at 
inner-city economic development, too many have tried to defy the laws of the 
marketplace. Based on the presumption that inner cities face many competitive 
disadvantages as business locations, "economic" development has often consisted 
largely of creating non-profits and relocating government buildings. Alternatively, 
large subsidies ha ve been used in attempts to influence companies' location choices. 
Rather than concentrate on competitive disadvantages, "The Competitive 
Advantage of the Inner City" turns received wisdom on its head. In it, I argue that 
only by focusing on the competitive advantages of inner city locations will economic 
development be sustainable. Applying m y broader work on competitiveness to inner 
cities, I outline the advantages of inner cities, which are manifested in the many 
hundreds and even thousands of successful inner-city-based companies in majar cities 
all across the country. An approach that builds on these advantages while tackling 
frontally the competitive disadvantages of inner cities as a business location offers a 
new model for addressing our most distressed communities. There is nothing 
inevitable about the decline of cities if we shift our focus from reducing poverty to 
creating jobs, income, and wealth. 
Health care is another pressing social concern facing the nation, where high 
costs and the large number of people without health insurance have triggered a 
national debate on how best to restructure the system. In "Making Competition in 
Health Care Work" ( 1994), Elizabeth Teisberg, Gregory Brown, and I argue that cost 
cutting and managed care will not provide a sustainable solution. Only through 
continued innovation in medica! treatment and service delivery methods can the cost 
of health care be controlled without rationing care or eroding its quality. 
The article explores how faulty incentives produced a form of competition that 
improved quality but drove up cost. The recent revolution in managed care and the 
move to capitation has skewed incentives in the other direction, toward rationing 
care and undermining quality. Further, this new structure has also created barriers to 
innovation. In "Making Competition in Health Care Work," we outline a new 
strategy, calling for modified incentives, widely available information on treatment 
outcomes, anda renewed orientation toward innovation. 
The final article in Part ID, "Capital Disadvantage: America's Failing Capital 
Investment System" ( 1992), takes on the controversia! issue of how American capital 
markets and corporate governance practices affect the long-run prosperity of our 
economy. At first glance, this may seem obvious: America's carita! markets, the most 
efficient in the world, contribute greatly to the productivity o American industry. A 
deeper look, however, reveals a more complex relationship . Clearly, the American 
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system fosters efficient use of capital, as the relentless pressures for profit 
improvement attest. These pressures have created a near-term advantage for 
American industry, especially given the barriers and impediments to efficiency 
improvement in Europe and Japan. 
The question remains, however, whether the American system as currently 
structured fosters the appropriate rate of investment in the long term, in such things, 
for example, as advanced capital goods, R&D, market development, and skills 
training. Without high rates of investment in capital per worker and in training, not 
only may companies be unable to sustain their competitive advantages but 
less-skilled workers will face stagnant prospects and increasing inequality. 
Rapid stock trading, a preoccupation with near-term stock price appreciation 
along with a lack of incentives for investors to monitor long-term company prospects 
raise questions about the alignment between stock market valuation and the sources 
of companies' competitive advantage. Interestingly, the legendary American venture 
capital system has a very different structure than that of the mainstream capital 
markets, with patient investors, active monitoring, and long-term ownership of large, 
controlling equity stakes. 
In "Capital Disadvantage," I draw on research by other scholars and la y out the 
case for why the American capital allocation system may outperform those of other 
countries in sorne respects, while still falling well short of the ideal in other respects. 
The problems now afflicting Europe and Asia make it tempting to declare the 
American system the winner. Anemic economic growth in the United S tates, coupled 
with rising inequality, however, suggest that the need remains for serious scrutiny of 
our system.3 
The articles in Part m represent the beginnings of a new integration of 
economic and social policy. Traditionally, economic and social policy have been seen 
as distinct and often competing. Economic policy concems itself with creating wealth 
by providing incentives, encouraging savings and investment, and minimizing 
govemment intervention. Social policy has concentrated on providing for public 
education and other human needs, aiding disadvantaged groups, protecting citizens 
through various forms of regulation, and, recently, preserving the environment. Social 
policy has relied heavily on market intervention, subsidies, and redistribution. 
Social policymakers tend to see the market as the problem and consequently 
attempt to modify its outcomes. Economic policymakers tend to see govemment 
intervention as the problem. Social advocacy groups often view business as the 
problem. Businesses see social goals as outside their realm of interest and view a 
strong economy, unshackled by counterproductive intrusions, as the best social 
program. 
These old dichotomies are false ones and represent an increasingly obsolete 
perspective. Social and economic goals are not inherently conflicting in the long run. 
A productive and growing economy requires educated, safe, healthy, decently housed 
workers who are motivated by a sense of opportunity. Economic competitiveness 
need not be traded away to preserve the environment, because corporate pollution 
results from unproductive use of resources. The only real conflict lies in means. 
Efforts to advance social goals via redistribution, subsidies, and market distortion 
usually fail and inflict in the process steep economic costs, as illustrated in my 
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articles on the environment and the inner city. Similarly, efforts to boost profits at 
the expense of worker training, motivation, anda sense of well being will fail in the 
long run. 
Instead of such flawed approaches, we need a new one based on harmonizing 
and pursuing simultaneously economic and social goals. This can be done through a 
central focus on innovation and competition-working through the market rather 
than against it . Social programs must prepare individuals to en ter and succeed in the 
market system, not insulate them from it. Efforts to address social issues, such as 
pollution and the high costs of health care, must hamess innovation and competition 
to address underlying causes, rather than attempt to shift the costs onto sorne other 
group within society. 
The articles in Part ill illustrate these principies, using as illustrations health 
care, the environment, and urban poverty. The same principies, however, can be 
applied to many social issues, including social security, education, or housing. Fannie 
Mae, for example, has done as muchas any other social program to bring affordable 
housing to people with low incomes while still itself making a profit. By reducing the 
cost of financing and by finding creative ways to assess creditworthiness without 
resorting to traditional metrics (such as income level and large required clown 
paymentsL Fannie Mae has expanded home ownership in a sustainable way, which 
encourages other low-income people who aspire to homeownership to better manage 
their finances. 
"Capital Disadvantage'' connects dosel y to these issues, as well. It shows how 
artificial short-term profit pressures can lead companies to make choices that 
compromise their own and society's long-term interests. Hence, scrutiny of our 
capital market system has an important role in the creation of a context for bringing 
together social and economic goals . 
Expanding Frontiers 
As I hope is evident, my work rests on a core set of ideas about competition 
and contains a consistent perspective. Yet my ideas continually evolve and have 
broadened over time to encompass new dimensions. Industry structure, an 
activity-based view of competitive advantage, and m y more recent theory of the role 
of location in competition represent the three core frameworks that cut across all m y 
work. My understanding of each one and of the connections among them, is 
continually being deepened and extended. 
Exploration of one question conceming competition and strategy has suggested 
the next question, and that one the next. Thinking about competition and strategy in 
a single industry, for example, led me to an interest in the influence of diversification 
on industry competition. Early work on positioning provided the ímpetus for the 
activity-based view of the firm. Thinking about activities led me to puzzle over the 
influence of globalization, which in tum raised the question of how location 
mattered. A focus on location forced me to confront the role of govemment in 
competition, not just companies. My work on location also triggered an interest in 
economic development, urban poverty, and environmentalpolicy. 
Over time, I have been led to explore new units of analysis. My initial work 
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stressed industry at a time when the firm as the unit of analysis was dominant. 
Building on thinking about the finn as a whole, my subsequent work stressed the 
activity. Building on the focus on industry, m y la ter work added consideration of the 
cluster and the geographic location. 
As each new question arose and each new set of ideas developed, I have been 
led to re-examine what carne before. The activity-based view of the firm caused meto 
refine and extend my earlier thinking about generic strategies. My recent work on 
distinguishing operational effectiveness and strategy ("What Is Strategy?") both builds 
on earlier work and informs it. The new theory has deepened my understanding of 
positioning, and linked it more tightly to activities. Through this new work, I have 
also extended activity theory through the concepts of tradeoffs and fit. 
The distinction between operational effectiveness and positioning also sheds 
new light on a wide variety of other issues. Financial market pressures, for example, 
can be desirable motivators of operational improvement, but often lead companies to 
compromise their unique strategic positions by pursuing growth in segments where 
they lack any real advantage. Another example of the distinction is in evaluating the 
role of information technology in competition. Much of the new information 
technology is being directed at improving best practice-operational effectiveness-
rather than enabling unique positioning. The lurking danger with the new generation 
of IT tools, however, is that too many companies will apply them in the same way. 
This will have the unwitting effect of homogenizing competition, undermining 
customer choice, and triggering mutually destructive rivalry. 
The research on location has opened up important new connections as well. 
The most obvious one is in an enriched conception of global strategy. Location, 
however, clearly plays a role in industry structure and competitive advantage, 
including helping to define feasible forms of competing. The state of the diamond and 
the extent of the cluster can raise or lower barriers to entry into an industry, the 
power of customers and suppliers, and the mix and threat of substitutes. Locational 
factors also influence the forms of rivalry that are feasible in a nation or state, ranging 
from imitation and price competition in developing economies to innovation and 
differentiation in advanced ones. In developing economies, for example, locational 
deficiencies mean that local firms face great difficulties in attempting to enter 
attractive industries and in avoiding destructive price rivalry. At the same time, 
govemment intervention and a shortage of capital often suspend competitive forces 
and preserve monopolies. 
Location also strongly influences competitive advantage and the types of 
strategies firms can choose and successfully implement. The state of local 
infrastructure, the skills of local employees, and other diamond conditions directly 
influence operational effectiveness. Diamond conditions, such as local demand 
sophistication, unique skill pools, and the local presence of related industries, can 
also shape the types and variety of strategic positions chosen, in terms of customer 
segments selected or product varieties stressed. The business environment at 
locations not only influences the choice of strategy, but also the ability to carry out 
strategies. At the level of activities, it is also evident that access to many of the 
resources, capabilities, and skills that contribute significantly to a firm's uniqueness 
depends on the nature of the local environment. 
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Location also bears on corporate strategy. Diarnond conditions influence the 
types of corporate value added that truly affect competitive advantage. In developing 
countries, value is created by a corporate parent's ability to provide capital access and 
to introduce professional management. This helps explain the prevalence of 
conglomerate groups in many emerging econornies.ln more advanced econornies, 
portfolio managernent adds little value, and other approaches to diversification are 
needed; here, diarnond conditions affect the kinds of synergies that are feasible. 
One connection between location and rny earlier ideas creates an apparent 
puzzle. The industry structure framework shows how powerful buyers and suppliers 
and intense rivalry can depress profitability, while diamond theory suggests that 
local rivalry, demanding customers, and sophisticated local suppliers foster 
competitiveness by stimulating and supporting high productivity and rapid 
innovation. How can these be reconciled? First, we must distinguish between the 
industry in a single location and the industry globally. The presence of a favorable 
diamond in one location, including intense local rivalry, allows firms based there to 
achieve collectively a higher level of productivity and also to progress faster than 
firms based in other locations. Profitability in the local market may be lower, but 
the global profitability of firms based there will be superior. Another way of making 
the same point is to recognize that diamond conditions will affect the ability of 
firms based in a location, on average, to gain a competitive advantage over firms 
based elsewhere. Average industry profitability globally will be dependent on 
average industry structure globally. 
The work on location illuminates the irnportance of dynamic improvement 
to competitive advantage. It shows how rapid upgrading and innovation is needed to 
create and sustain advantage in advanced economies. In contrast, the industry 
structure and activity frameworks did not focus on change; rather, they apply at any 
point in time. My early investigations were heavily cross-sectional (for example, 
answering such questions as why sorne industries are more profitable than others at 
a given time or why one rival is more profitable than another). These were the 
logical first questions. My recent work on operational effectiveness and positioning, 
however, begins to bridge positioning, location, and dynamic improvement. It 
stresses the necessity of continua! improvement in operational effectiveness but 
emphasizes the need for continuity in strategy, along with the concomitant need for 
relentless improvement in the means for carrying out strategy. Both operational 
effectiveness and strategy, however, are influenced by location. 
Finally, a deeper understanding of competition, enriched by work on location, 
has opened up a whole new frontier for exploring the connection between 
competition and social issues. I am earlier in this process, which is continuing. 
New connections remain to be discovered, and my learning about 
competition is unlikely to stop anytime soon. One unchanging certainty, however, 
is that competition will continue to be both evolving, unsettling, and the source of 
much of our prosl?erity. If this collection could convey only one message, I would 
want it to be a sense of the staggering power of competition to make things better-
both for companies and for society. 
11 
NOTES 
l . This article became the lead chapter of m y book Competitive Strategy: 
Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors (New York: Free 
Press, 1980). 
2. For my earlier work on positioning, see Competitive Strategy, Chapter 
2, and Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior 
Performance (New York: Free Press, 1985). 
3. In 1995, I co-chaired a bipartisan group of business, financia!, and 
govemment leaders that further explored sorne of these issues. Its report, 
"Lifting All Boats," is a good companion piece to m y article. See "Lifting 
All Boats: Increasing the Payoff from Prívate Investment in the U.S. 
Economy," a report of the Capital Allocation Subcouncil (Robert 
Denham and Michael Porter, co-chairmen) to the Competitiveness 
Policy Council, September 1995. 
4. These and other aspects of corporate groups in developing economies are 
explored in T. Khanna and K. Palepu, "Why Focused Strategies May Be 
Wrong For Emerging Markets," Harvard Business Review 75, no. 4 
(1997): 41-51. 
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Part One: The Microeconomic Foundations 
of Economic Development1 
Michael E. Porter 
Harvard Business School 
The macrocconomic and political underpinnings of competitiveness and economic dt!velopmt!nt are 
becoming better understood. A stable política! environfll<!nt and sound political and legal institutions 
represent important preconditions for competitiveness. A macrocconomic policy involving prudent 
govemment finances. a manageable debt. a moderare cost of govemment. a limited govemmem role in the 
economy. and openness to intemational markets promotes national prosperity. In addition. growth theory 
stresses the importance of a high rate of aggregate national investment in human and physical capital.~ 
Many nations ha ve gone through the process of macroeconomic stabilization and liberalization. 
Yet a stable political context and sound macroeconomic policies are necessary but not sufficient to 
ensure a prosperous economy. As important-or even more so--are the microeconomic foundations of 
economic development. rooted in firm operating practices and strategies as well as in the business inputs, 
infrastructure. institutions, and policies that constitute the environment in which a nation's firrns compete. 
Unless there is appropriate improvement at the microeconomic leve!. political and macroeconomic reform 
will not bear full fruit. 
Sorne economists are prone to think that if the proper macroeconomic conditions can be put in 
place, the rest will take care of itself. If government operates efficiently, aggregate savings are ample, and 
inflation is controlled. then lower interest rates will lead firrns to make the investments necessary to enhance 
competitiveness. If govemment resources are allocated to education. the resulting rise in human capital 
will translate into jobs with higher wages. If government removes distortions in prices and exchange rates. 
firrns will become more innovative and sophisticated. There is sorne truth in this, because lowering the cost 
of capital, raising the rate of investment, and removing distortions certainly matter. However, the gap 
between macroeconomic policies and company competitiveness is a wide one. 3 A myriad of intervening 
circumstances at the microeconomic leve! must be understood and addressed by the prívate sector and 
through govemment policies if a nation's prosperity is to improve. 
In this article, I sketch sorne of the most important microeconomic foundations of competitiveness 
and economic development, drawing on the theoretical framework first published in The Comperirive 
Advanrage of Narions. 4 Improving competitiveness depends on parallel and interdependent changes in both 
company practices and the national business environment at the microeconomic leve!. I outline these 
changes and show how the constraints and challenges to development shift as a country moves from low to 
middle income and ultimately toan advanced economy. 
Using data available for the first time from a special section I prepared for the Executive Survey of 
The Global Compeririveness Report 1998, the next chapter examines the microeconomic foundations of 
economic developiTl<!nt statistically. The results are striking. Microeconomic circumstances explain much 
of the variation in overall national productivity, measured most broadly by a nation's GDP per capita. The 
controlling micro dimensions differ for lower, middle. and high income nations . Microeconomic 
circumstances also have an important influence in explaining differences in growth in GDP per capita. 
which appears to be equal to if not greater than that of macroeconomic policy indicators drawn from 
growth theory. Macro policies and micro circumstances appear to ha ve a complementary relationship. 
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ln order ro build a composite picrure of rhe relarive micro.xonomic competitiveness of a coumry 
rhat encompasses the emire ser of microeconomic variables. common factor analysis is utillzed ro creare a 
micro.xonomic competitiveness index. The index explains more rhan 829é of the variarion in the leve! of 
GDP per capita in the sample of coumries. Together wirh macro.xonomic variables. ir also explain a 
substamial portion of the variarion in GDP per capita gro""1h. 1 explore the differences berween the 
ranking of coumries using the microeconomic index and the broader Competitiveness 1ndex. 
The sratistical analysis here is preliminary. and much more can be done. The short time between 
the availability of the survey data and the release of The Global Compeririveness Repon. together with 
limited availability of current macroeconomic variables. leave important statistical avenues unexplored. 
Causality cannot be established because only a single year·s microeconomic survey data is available. 
Nevertheless. there is strong support for the importance of microeconomic conditions ro economic 
development and a pressing need to better integrare micro and macro in competitiveness thinking and in the 
reform process. 
Prosperity and Productivity 
Economic development seeks to achieve long term, sustainable improvement in a nation's standard 
of living. adjusred for purchasing power parity.5 Standard of living is determined by the productiviry of a 
narion's economy, which is measured by the value of the goods and services (products) produced per unit of 
the narion's human, capital, and physical resources. Productivity, then. defines competitiveness. The 
concept of producrivity must encompass borh the value (prices) that a nation's products command in the 
markerplace and the efficiency with which standard units are produced. Yalue productivity, as 1 like to call 
it. or the revenue produced per unit of labor or capital, sets the wages that can be sustained, the returns to 
invested capital, and the surplus (after costs) generated by a narion's physical resources. Yolume 
productivity, or the units produced per unit of labor or capital, does nor necessarily tie to wages and 
profits.6 Other things contribute to narional standard of living besides wages and returns ro capital such as 
income inequality and environmental quality. 1 will treat these brietly, although my primary focus is on the 
underpinnings of rising average income.7 
The central issue in economic development, then, is how to creare the conditions for rapid and 
sustained productivity growth in a nation's economy. Productivity growth must encompass all industries, 
because even local industries affect the cost of living and the cost of doing business for internationally 
traded industries. I will refer to the process of productivity growth as upgrading, or moving to more 
sophisticared ways of competing.8 
The productivity imperative means that a nation's wealth is principally of its own collective 
choosing. Location, natural resources, and even military might are no longer decisive. 1nstead, how a 
nation and its citizens choose to organize and manage the economy, the institutions they put in place, and 
the types of investments they individually and collectively choose to make will determine national 
. 9 
prospenty. 
Productivity and the Microeconomics of National lncome 
The underpinnings of producrivity can be made more concrete by consrructing a nation's income 
statement at the microeconomic leve!, or at the leve! of the representative firm (see Figure 1). Imagine the 
typical or average firm operating in the economy. National wealth arises primarily from two sources. the 
wages per hour the firm pays and the return earned on the invested capital. 10 Taxes on these generare much 
2 
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of the inco!1"Je ro pay for govem!1"Jent. Figure 1 expr.:sses national business inco!1"Je on a per unir basis ro 
highlight these !1"Jetrics. 
Figure 1 National Business lncome Statement 
Revenue per Unit 
Cost per Unit 
Labor Cost per Unit 
Hourly Wage Rate 
~ Worker Productivity 




Profit per Unit 
___ _f.x~C~apital Productivity 
Return on Capital 
Revenue per unir is the average unir price a nation' s goods can command in both domes tic and 
foreign markets. The costs of goods sold per unit can be usefully subdivided inro five categories: labor 
cost (a function of the hourly wage rate and worker productivity); purchased input cost; logistical cost; 
administrative cost; and borrowing cost. Logística! costs include costs of transportation, communications 
and handling, while administrative costs include such things as marketing, R&D, technology licensing, 
legal, and manage!1"Jent. Borrowing cost refers to the cost of debt financing. The residual is nacional 
business profit per unit. Profit per unit times capital productivity (unit output per dollar of capital 
invested) equals the retum to capital. 11 
Economic developmenr can be seen as the process of improving the Jundamentals of this national 
business income statement. Nations are poor because they can support only low wages and low retums to 
capital and to resource holders. 12 The national business income statement highlights the ways that nations 
can improve their productivity and hence their prosperity. First, they can enhance worker productivity. 
which supports either higher wages, higher profits, or both. Higher worker productivity requires greater 
skill, better management, or the use of better technology. 
Second, a nation can increase its productivity by reducing wmecessary input, logistical, 
administrative. and borrowing cosrs. Firms in developing countries often face higher (and sometimes 
hidden) costs in these areas which do not contribute to customer value. Input costs can become 
unnecessarily elevated because appropriate inputs are unavailable or costly. Logística! costs can be higher 
than needed due to poor and unreliable transportation systems. Administrative costs can be driven up by 
manage!1"Jent time and money wasted dealing with govemment and navigating regulations. 
Third, a nation can increase its productivity and prosperity by elevating rhe unir prices its 
products can command. This depends on improving product quality, reliability, features, services, or 
marketing, and shifting product mix to more advanced varieties. Higher prices raise the revenue per hour 
3 
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of work. which suppons higher wages and higher profíts . The capacity to expon at high unit pnces 
improves the terms of trade and underpins a strong currency. reducing the cost of imponed inputs. 
Founh. a nation becomes wealthier if it can raise capital productiviry. through reducing dowmime. 
easing bottlenecks. or improving technology. Raising capital productivity requires sustained investments in 
modem equipment and developing the skills to use it efficiemly. It also depends on effíciencies in 
infrastructure that limit supply disruptions. and the absence of regulatory or other constraints to capacity 
utilization . 
Finally. a nation can become wealthier if it can increase rhe quanriry of labor and capital 
productively employed. However. simply employing more workers or more capital at low productivity 
(e.g .. through unproductive govemment jobs) does little to boost prosperity in the long run. Similarly. 
improving productivity by reducing the overall number of citizens employed may be necessary in the shon 
run but will not sustain long run improvements in prosperity. However, if more factors or previously 
unutilized factors can be drawn into relatively productive uses, the standard of living rises. 13 
The productiviry of an economy depends on the productivity of what both domestic and foreign firms 
choose to do there. In global competition. activities such as labor intensive assernbly, resource ex.traction. 
physical distribution, and after-sale service are often dispersed to locations other than a company's headquarters. 
In earlier stage development, indigenous fmns operate largely in the home country. and the country is able to 
attract only the least skilled. labor-intensive, or resource extraction activities of multinational companies as well 
as those activities connected to the local distribution of products designed and produced elsewhere. lf 
development is to proceed.. local firms must become more advanced and international. while the country must be 
able to attract .. home bases," or headquarters of foreign firrns for product varieties, product lines, or even entire 
businesses. 
Foundations of Upgrading 
While sound politicaVlegal structures and macroeconomic policies create the potential for 
improving the national business income statemem. productivity will only increase if the nation improves its 
capabilities at the microeconomic leve!. The microeconomic foundations of development can only be 
understood by ex.amining the way in which productivity increases at the fum, industry, and cluster (discussed 
below) levels. 
The microeconomic foundations of productivity rest on two interrelated areas: 
4 
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The New Competitiveness Paradigm 
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Microeconomic Foundat ions 
The sophistication (e.g .. technology. skill) with which companies compete ultimately sets national 
productivity. Unless companies become more productive, an economy cannot become more productive. The 
sophistication of companies' approaches to competing determines the prices that their products and services can 
command and the efficiency with which they produce. 
Company sophistication in competing can be thought of in two parts. The frrst and most basic is what I 
term operational effectiveness, or the extent to which companies in a nation approach besr pracrice in areas such 
as production processes, technologies, and management techniques. 1.; The second aspect of company 
sophistication relates to the types of strategies companies employ, such as the ability to compete on differentiation 
and not just cost, the array of services that can be provided, and the approach used in selling intemationally. 
Yet the sophistication with which companies compete is strongly influenced by the quality of the national 
business environment in which they operate. The business environment, then, has much to do with the types of 
strategies that are feasible and the efficiency with which finns can operate. For example, operational efficiency is 
unattainable if regulatory red tape is onerous. logistics are unreliable, or flfTTlS cannot get timely supplies of 
components or high-quality service for their production machines. Similarly, firms have a hard time competing 
on differentiation and service if they cannot find well-educated staff, confront marketing channels that are poorly 
developed. and sell to local customers who are unsophisticated. The microeconomic business environment affects 
many of the costs and opportunities for improvement in the national business income statement. 15 
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Improverrents in the national business en..,irofllrent and company upgrading are inextricably intert\\.ined. 
A nacional business enviror11rent with improving infrastrucrure and more advanced instirutions fosters more 
sophisticated strategies by companies. But company upgrading can also directly comribute to improving the 
business emiror11rent (e.g .. higher-qualiry suppliers, more sophisticated buyers) and creare both demand and 
pressures for improverrents in effectiveness by governrrent and other instirutions. 
Conversely. the connection between company behavior and the business environment creares a 
chicken-and-egg problem that can stall development. Suppliers do not upgrade because they perceive little 
demand for better quality produces and services. Universities fail to creare advanced degree programs and 
research institutes because companies do not draw on them. 16 
Govemment. business. and other national institutions al\ inevitably have a role in improving micro 
foundations. Economic development will normally proceed more rapidly, however. when ftrms are 1villirzg 
ro rake sorne of rhe responsibiliry for not only developing new strategies but also putting pressure on 
government to improve the business environment as wel\ as getting involved directly. In developing 
countries, firms must individually and collectively take on sorne roles. for sorne periods of time. that would 
be better served by other institutions or by a more effective government. Such corporate attitudes. in turn. 
depend in part u pon an irrevocable opening of the economy to domestic and international competition which 
removes any prospect that old modes of behavior can be perpetuated. 
Overall, then. improvements in national productivity and prosperity are a function of three interrelated 
influences: 
National Productivity = f (political and macroeconomic context; microeconomic business 
environment; company operations and strategy) 
Political and legal instirutions coupled with macroeconomic policies set the overall context. They can 
creatt! the potential for upgrading at the microeconomic leve!, or work against it. The microeconomic business 
environrnem constirutes the externa! influences on company productivity. It, in rurn, shapes the sophistication 
with which companies compete, together with companies' own interna! actions and choices. 
Contingent relationships flow not only from macro to micro but in the opposite direction. lmproving 
company sophistication can work to irnprove the microeconomic business environment. More sophisticated 
companies act as sophisticated suppljers and buyers to each other. for example. and create pressures for 
irnprovement in instirutions and governrrent. Sirnilarly, improving both the microeconomic business environment 
and company sophistication can make it much easier to choose and maintain sound macroeconomic policies. 
Rapidly rising productivity and more competitive companies support growth without inflation, for example, and 
underpin rising incomes and taxes that benefit governrrent fmances. lmproving microeconomic foundations, such 
as more open competition and greater access to information. can also help to improve polüical and legal 
instirutions and limit corruption. 
Ultimately, however, a nation's productivity is the sum of the productivity of its companies. Companies 
represent the locus of competitiveness in an economy. Sound macroeconomic policies will not produce a 
prosperous economy unless the microeconomic environment acrualJy improves; an improving micro environment 
will not produce a prosperous economy unless companies actually improve. Improvement at the micro level 
cannot be assumed but requires a myriad of policy choices by government. institutions, and companies. 
Company Transitions in Economic Oevelopment 
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The ways in which company opermions and strategy must becorre more sophisucmed to support rising 
prosperiry are numerous and hard to generalize. Ho~ever. my research in countrii!S at all stage:5 of developrrent. 
together with a growing body of srudies. suggest sorre of the importam priorities. 17 
In low-incorre coumries, companies compete on factor cost using inefficiem rrethod.s. Cost positions 
rest heavily on cheap wages and narural resources. Companies imitate dorrestic and foreign competitors' 
offerings. They rarely segmem markets but seek dominant market positions in what they Se-! as an inheremly 
small market. Time horizons are short. and there is minimal inve:5trrem in equiprrent. R&D. or training. lnstead. 
companies focus on goverrunem as the dominant iniluence on competitive outcorres and seek concessions, 
licenses. subsidies. and protection. 
lntemational strategies in developing countries involve a heavy reliance on OElvt custorrers and foreign 
partners for designs. components, process technology. distribution channds. and marketing. The outcorre is that 
exports are dominated by labor- and resource-intensive products sold almost exclusively to advanced markets. 
There is Little trade with neighboring countries in fields other than traditional products. The net result of these 
strategies and modes of competing is low productivity. 
Moving to a more competitive economy and higher levels of incorre requires a transformation in these 
modi!S of competing and in the character of local rivalry. Overall, the process of economic development 
requires a transformation of the types of competitive advantages a nation's companies enjoy in intemational 
markets. Advantage must shift from comparative advantage (low-cost labor or natural resources) to 
competitive advantages due to unique products and processes. What were strengths in traditional ways of 
competing becorre weaknessi!S. Changes are often resisted, because past approaches were profitable and because 
old habits are deeply ingrained in organizations. 
The changes in company strategy that are required for successful developrrent can be summarized 
around a series of transitions. Each of these transitions involves a spectrum, and moverrent along it enhances 
productivity and competitiveness. Some of the transitions must be fuUy accomplished in moving an economy to 
middle-incorre starus. while sorre remain the corporate agenda even for the most advanced economies if 
productivity is to cominue improving. 
Shitting goals and mindsets. In developing economies, firrns often have short time horizons due 
to instability and a high cost of capital. The most basic change in strategic thinking required is to accept 
the inevitability of competition, and embrace its value in stimulating improvement and expanding the 
market. Rather than aspiring to a dominant share of a small protected pie, then, the memality must shift to 
expanding the pie both domestically and intemationally. In advanced economies, the challenge is to 
manage companies for productivity and hence profitability rather than prestige, size, or market share. In 
western Europe, for example, the inability to place profitability as the central goal is in many ways the 
greatest constraint to economic development. 
Building strategy around commitments to industry. Industry structure does not figure 
prominently in many investment choices in developing countries, because there are shortages of quality 
products, entrenched monopolies, or govemment intervention that override market forces. As economies 
develop and competition intensifies, however, industry structure becomes increasingly important to 
profitability. Companies must make choices about where to compete and make commitments to mastering 
competition in their chosen industries. In advanced economies, firrns must devote increasing attention to 
competing in ways that make industry structure more attractive through strategies based on enhanced 
differentiation. greater segmentation. more control over distribution channels, and other things. 
7 
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Raising operational etfectiveness to world standards. In developing coumr1es. most 
companies are far from best practice. Facing lirnited rivalry and resting on cheap factor inputs. most 
companies drift along with little concern for cominuous improvement. To support rising wages and profits. 
operacional effectiveness must improve. Typical priorities are rationalizing small facilities. redesigning 
processes. imroducing inforrnation systems. and upgrading management methods throughout their 
operations. While externa! constraints often hamper the process. interna! constraims are equally important 
in the form of employee attitudes and complacency. Internacional srudy tours. aggressive efforts to seek 
assistance from suppliers. consultants. and other means are needed to speed up progress. 
The process of improving operacional effectiveness does not stop in advanced econornies; if 
anything. it is more important to support high wages. In Japan. for example, firms are far behind in the use 
of information technology in the office and for marketing. 
Widening advantages in the value chain. In developing economies. participation in the value 
chain tends to concentrare on production and local distribution. In Central America. for example, many 
companies do not even have a marketing department. Such narrow competitive advantages will not be 
sustainable as the economy develops. This lirnits the ability to develop distinctive strategies. or penetrare 
new markets. To become more competitive. companies must widen their capabilities in other activities 
such as marketing. logistics, and service. In advanced economies, product development, service delivery, 
and information management tend to be the controlling elements. 
Moving from opportunism to strategy. The very notion of a consisten! strategy is often met 
with skepticism in dt!veloping econornies due to instability and the heavy influence of government. Most 
firrns are highly opportunistic. They rapidly seize windows of opportunity opened up by government 
regulatory changes. available government concessions. and potencial deals with OEM customers or foreign 
partners. It is characteristic to see many of the large. well-capitalized firms in a country all pursue the 
same opportunity almost simultaneously. Firms prosper through maintaining flexibility, which allows them 
to deal with unpredictable changes. 
To achieve more advanced development, firms must become more strategic. Greater focus, 
continuity, and discipline is needed if firms are to gain a real competitive advantage even though 
opportunities may still abound. In nations such as Chile and Brazil, for example, profitable deals are 
numerous everywhere, but choices are essential if companies are to make the transition to more 
sophisticated competition. In advanced econornies, the need for explicit long term strategies is even greater. 
Only through sustained strateg1es can companies assemble the truly unique skills, build the unique 
customer franchises, and operate at a leve! of productivity and innovation necessary to support high wages 
and profits. 
Creating distinctive, long term competitive positions. In developing economies, firms 
compete on price with me-too strategies. Given the perception of a small available market, firms are prone 
to produce many if not all product varieties and attempt to serve virtually all customers. The aim is to 
attain the largest local market share possible. As noted earlier, opening up new segments and expanding 
the market is rare. 
While improving operational effectiveness is a first step in moving beyond this mode of 
competition, this by itself is not sufficient. The essence of strategic positioning is making choices or 
tradeoffs about the unique way a company will deliver value to its customers compared to competitors. 18 
Firms must establish clear competitive positions with distinctive brand reputations. Activities in the value 
chain must become increasingly tailored to the firm's unique strategy. Positioning competition is a more 
positive-sum form of competition in which competitive advantages are more sustainable. customers have 
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more real choices. and the market expands. Firms wirh distincrive strategies are bener placed to com~te 
regionally and globally. The need for distinctive strategies is greatest in advanced econornies. where me-
too strategies will fail against imitators from lower wage countries . 
Raising the investment intensity of competing. More productive operating practices and more 
distinctive strategies require sustained investment in not only equipment but also "soft" assets such as 
human capital. R&D. and market development. Yet companies in developing countries tend to have short 
ti!T'K! horizons. and investments consist largely of productive capacity and working capital. 
Initially. step~d-up investments normally must focus on basic employee training, modem 
equipment and information systems, and the capacity to assimilate new technology. Over time, further 
invest!T'K!nts will be needed in opening up marketing channels, building brands, and improving products and 
processes . In advanced economies, investment must grow in building true innovation capacity and 
upgrading the skills of employees to support high wages. 
Building brands and reducing dependence on alliances. In developing countries, the 
intemational strategies of most companies involve commodities or OEM agreements. Companies ha ve little 
or no intemational brand identity and are often forced to rely heavily on alliance partners (including OEM 
customers and licensors) for inputs, designs, process technology. and marketing channels. 
The challenge is to move to new modes of intemationalization, involving widening capabilities in 
the value chain noted earlier. Companies must begin to build their own brand identity rather than relying 
on partners' brands. The structure of alliance agreements must also evolve to build capability. 
Gaining direct contact with foreign customers and control of international distribution 
channels. Over time, firms based in developing countries will not be able to improve products, capture 
acceptable profits, and compete intemationally unless they can gain control of foreign distribution and 
directly access foreign customers. Otherwise, rniddlemen will bargain away too big a share of the profits 
and companies will be slow to understand market trends. Companies cannot compete on the basis of 
innovative products without open channels of communication with sophisticated customers. Finally, 
control over channels and marketing is often necessary to carve out distinctive strategies. 
Expanding trade with neighboring countries. Most exports in developing countries are 
normally destined for advanced economies. This is because other developing countries are either closed to 
imports or seen as lack.ing in income to represen! significant markets. This focus on advanced markets, 
however, has majar implications for strategy. The only feasible way to compete in advanced markets is 
often to sell traditional commodities, supply OEM contracts, or compete on price and factor costs, leaving 
marketing to others. 
Expanding trade with neighbors and within regions is an important way to build strengths and 
prepare for growing intemational competition. Efforts to regionalize should begin with product lines in 
which the company has a unique product or cost structure. In Chile, for example, the penetration of 
supermarkets is the highest in Latín America, the industry is very advanced, and companies such as Santa 
Isabel are rapidly building positions in supermarkets elsewhere in South America. Sales efforts should 
target other country markets with similar needs, as well as countries where the firm can leam from 
demanding customers. Intemational activities must move beyond pure exports to include sourcing, foreign 
locations. and eventually, a regional or global approach to production or service delivery. International 
activities not only build volume but also accelerate learning. 
Upgrading the National Business Environment 
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Al1 the&! company r.ransitions depend on paralkl changes in the microeconomic business environm::m. 
Capruring the narure of the business environm::nt at the microxonomic leve! is chaUenging. given the myriad of 
locational intluences on productivity. ln The Comperirive Advanrage of Narions. 1 modeled the effect of location 
on competition via four interrelated intluences graphically depicted as a diamond ( ee Figure 2). 
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Economic development is the long terrn process of building this array of interdependent microeconomic 
capabilities and incentives to support more advanced forms of competition. It must continue even for advanced 
economies or their incomes will stagnate. Successful development involves steps that must be sequenced as the 
sophistication of the economy grows. Govemment. other instirutions, and the privare sector must all play a 
sustained role in making the necessary changes, a subject 1 will rerum to later. 
Here I can only sketch the sequence of microeconomic changes that accompany development, drawing 
on the body of research referred to earlier. This will serve to !ay the groundwork for the variable that I will 
investigare in the statistical analysis. 
Factor conditions. Factor conditions refer to the basic inputs that allow competition to take place. 
They range from tangible things, such as physical infrastrucrure to less tangible resources such as information 
and university research instirutes that firms draw upon in competing. Basic inputs, and those that are generic 
across many industries, can be a source of competitive disadvantage but rarely constitute a competitive advantage 
lxcause many Jocations have them. To increase productivity, factor inputs must improve in efficiency, quality, 
and. ultimately. specialization to particular cluster areas. 
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Successful economic developi"T'Cnt requires putting in place the array of factors nct!ded for increasingly 
sophisticated (and prcx:fuctive) competition. \\rule the accumularion of factors is necessary. the path and 
composirion of accumulation takes precedence over thc sheer quamiry of factors developcd. Clearly, a 
preoccupation v..ith factor accumulation is misguided in a world where many factors can be sourced 
intemarionally. Various factors must be developed or improved in sequence or fmns v..ill lack the types of inputs 
that correspond to their state of cornpetition. and deficiencies in more basic factors v..ill underrnine the value of 
more advanced ones. 
Early steps needed to move beyond dependence on natural resources and chcap labor revolve around 
putting basic administrative and physical irifrastntcl!lre in place. In the area of administrative infrastructure. 
ensuring public safery is irnportant to productivity and a prerequisite for meaningful development. A functioning 
commercial support system is also needed. including a system of commercial law, efficiem and fair 
administrative and regulatory procedures for conducting business, and an effective process for enforcing 
cornrn!rcial transactions and resolving disputes. Al! these areas affect business cost. time, and uncertaimy. 19 
As economic developi"T'Cnt moves to higher levels, upgrading factor qualiry takes on growing 
importance. Higher-quality factors are needed to support more sophisticated company strategies and widen the 
array of potential export industries. Over time. the skills of citizens, technological standards of physical 
infrastrucrure. the qualiry of administrative infrastructure. and other areas must improve if productivity is to rise. 
Achieving middle incoi"T'C and beyond requires an irnproving foundation of market-related iriformation, 
including information about govemment policies and procedures that affect business. lnformation exposes new 
market opportunities, speeds operational improvement, and fosters innovation and rivalry. Also needed is the 
widening of local factor availabiliry. Local capacity must be developed in the many types of physical, 
knowledge. human. and administrative factors that support a more productive economy, which are often more 
costly if not difficult to source effectively from outside. To move to middle-income levels, a nation must also do 
more than passively receive foreign knowledge but develop the instirutional capaciry to actively assimilate and 
ultimately irnprove on it. 
While externa! sources of capital will flow to a country that is demonstrating progress on the 
microeconomic fundamentals, foreign capital flows are greatly enhanced by open, ~·e/1-regulared, and efficient 
local banking and capital markets. These bring down the spread between the cost of funds and the cost of 
capital to businesses and help ensure that capital flows to the most productive uses. An ample pool of local 
savings is beneficia] to bring down the costs of funds, capture returns to capital within the economy, and dampen 
the volatiliry that often accompanies intemational funds flows. Pension reforrn, among other policies, can play a 
major role in the rate of national saving. 
Finally, to reach advanced development, the last step in factor upgrading is increasing rhe speciali:arion 
of facrors around industry clusters. Achieving very high levels of productivity depends on the presence of highly 
specialized pools of skills, applied technology, infrastructure, and even sources of capital that are tailored to the 
needs of particular industries, required to support true innovation. What sets the United S tates apart from other 
nations in 1998, for example, is the sheer depth and breadth of specialized skills and sciemific and technical 
institutions. 
As developi"T'Cnt proceeds, selecrive disadvamages in the more basic factors, such as rising wages, local 
raw material shortages, and resource depletion can begin to trigger innovation and foster successive waves of 
productivity growth, provided there is improvement in the other microeconomic foundations. In the Netherlands, 
for example. scarce land and a poor climate has led to innovations in such areas as intensive greenhouse 
cultivation methods and handling techniques for cut flowers, where the Dutch hold more than 60% of world 
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expons. Ir is importam that nations do not anempt ro anificially hold do""TI the prices of labor. capital. resourcei. 
or energy which will only work against productivicy improverrem and postpone sustainable developrrem. 
The context for strategy and rivalry. The comext for fmn srrategy and rivalry refers to the rulei. 
incentives. and norrns governing the type and intensicy of local rivalry. Less developed economies tend to have 
linle local rivalry. Moving to an advanced economy requires that vigorous local rivalry develops and shifts from 
input costs and imitation to process efficiency and ultimately to innovation and differentiation. lntense local 
rivalry is a sine qua non of attaining middle and advanced developrrent.20 
The conrext for strategy and rivalry can be divided into two primary dirrensions. One is the climate for 
investrrem in its various forrns which is necessary to support more sophisticated means of competition and higher 
levels of productivity. The strucrure of the tax system, the corporate governance system, labor market policies 
affecting the incentives for workforce developmem. and inteUecrual property rules and their enforcement. among 
other lhings affect the context for investrrent. 
The other crucial part of the context for strategy and rivalry are local policies affecting competition itself. 
Such areas as u-ade and foreign investrrent policy. govemrrent ownership and licensing rules. and antitrust 
policy have a vital role in setting the intensicy of local rivalry. 
Early progress depends on sorre leve! of political and macroeconomic stability which is needed if there is 
to be long tenn investment. At the micro leve!, an early requirement for development is to begin an irreversible 
process of opening the economy ro imports and to foreign investmelll. Opening contri bu tes to the política! will 
to achieve interna! rivalry. 
At the same tirre or even befare externa! opening is well underway, nations must work to eliminare 
govemment or other impedimenrs ro inremal comperition throughout the economy. Firrns must have the 
opportunity and the necessity to compete intemally to prepare thernselves for externa! competition. This means 
phasing out monopoly govemrrent Iicenses and concessions, govemrrent price controls, entry controls, and 
locational restrictions, opening state monopolies to competition, and ultimately privatizing state-owned 
companies. lt also requires eliminating corruption. nepotism. and other practices that skew competitive outcomes 
from those based on productivity. 
Sustained economic development also depends on reducing invesrment hurdle rares, lengrhening rime 
hori::.ons. and establishing a functioning corporare govemance system. For example. labor markets must be 
strucrured to link jobs and pay with abilicy, give employers a rationale to train employees, and maintain 
flexibility. Meeting these labor market tests can remain an obstacle to progress even for wealthy economies, as in 
westem Europe. An effective corporate govemance system is also needed to create accountability and ensure that 
capital is flowing to productive uses. The lack of effective corporate govemance is a large part of the problem in 
Asían economies such as Korea and Thailand. 
Sustained investment and upgrading also requires prorection of intellecrual property. lntellecrual 
property protection is necessary even in the earlier stages of development to anract foreign technology, irnports of 
sophisticated inputs, and more advanced foreign investments to a nation. Over tirre, protection of intellecrual 
property is also important to allow local companies to move to more innovative forrns of competition requiring 
investments to creare unique product designs, upgrade technologies, and develop brands. 
Ultimately. vigorous inremal rivalry must develop. Opening the market to imports alone is not 
sufficient to achieve sustained economic development. The presence of locally based rivals. whether domestically 
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or foreign o-...ncd.. is nceded not only to stimulate vigorous rivalry but also to foster positive extemalities in the 
. '1 
busmess en"1f011JT'Cnt.-
In wealthy economies, the challenge is to maintain the vitality of rivalry. Doing so seems to require 
healthy new business formation and the growth of entrepreneurial companies that shake up established rivals. 
This is perhaps the greatest single competitive advantage of the United States. Highly developed sources of 
privare equiry capital anda system that rewards risk taking becorn! governing in advanced economies. 
Demand conditions. The process of economic upgrading requires that fmns develop the capacity to 
improve product qualiry. offer up-tcrdate fearures. and, ultimately, creare unique products and services . In 
advanced economies. fmns do not just respond to intemational markets but ultimately lead them. Demand 
conditions at home-local market needs and buying behavior-have a strong influence on this process. 
Sophisticated and demanding custorn!rs at horn! press fmns to improve and offer insights imo existing and furure 
custorn!r needs that are hard to gain in foreign markets. Local demand also reveals segmems of the market where 
finns can differentiate themselves. 
In early stage developrn!nt. local demand is unsophisticated and a nation's exports are largely 
commodities. Product and service designs are imitated or licensed from abroad. With low incorn!S, linle 
information, limited selection and lax or non-existent standards, local buyers accept inferior products. Any 
sophisticated demand corn!s fromforeign markets. Indeed, in lower-incorn! coumries. a large horn! market often 
works against competitiveness in an industry, by mitigating the need to improve quality and the challenge of 
competing in foreign markets. 
As development proceeds, however. this state of affairs soon becomes limiting. Increasingly demanding 
and sophisticated buyers are needed. Early developrn!nt priorities on the demand side relate to reducing demand-
side disadvantages. Opening the market ro Joreign producrs (both imponed and locaUy produced) is an imponam 
step to foster local buyer learning and choice. Entry by multinationals serves to upgrade local industrial demand 
because they become sophisticated customers for local supplying companies. Local demand conditions must also 
begin to improve. Policies to expand buyer informarían and buyer recourse against producers of shoddy or 
misrepresented products work to improve product value and service. 
Sustained economic development is also fostered by opening trade with neighboring cowztries. Trade 
with neighbors is an importan! stepping stone for intemationalization and company leaming. Finns expand direct 
customer contact in a widening arra y of industries not just traditional expon products. 
To suppon further upgrading, product. safety, health. and environmelltal standards in the nation must 
be raised steadily toward world standards. While weak regulatory standards are often seen as advantages for 
poor countries, they acrually work against economic development in the long run by slowing the introduction of 
more advanced technologies and the transition to higher value product varieties. A case in point is environmental 
regulation. Most forrns of pollution represent inefficiency and underdeveloped technology, which is manifested in 
underutilized raw materials, resource depletion, incomplete energy usage, low value products, and wasted 
packaging. Lax environmental standards sanction these forrns of competition and impose high costs on 
govemment to deal with reclamation or cleanup. Improving environmental performance and improving 
productivity, then, go hand in hand.~ 
Finally, advanced development is fostered by policies that open and encourage early demand for new 
products and serví ces, as well as products of rlze highesr qualiry. This in vol ves a regulatory environment open 
to new products and new technologies rather than biased against them. In mobile communications, the unusual 
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success by Scandinavian fmns such as Ericsson and i\okia owes much ro thc facr thar Scandinavian goverTUn!nts 
embraced ~i.reless rechnology early as a cost effecrive solution for spreo.d out popularions. 
ultimately. rising incorres. a growing middle class. and increasingly strict product. safety. health. and 
environrrental standards, combined with intense local rivalry, begin ro create a self-reinforcing process in which 
horre demand upgrades. One competitive industry becorres a sophisricared buyer for others. Advanced 
developrrem is achieved when sophisricated home demand has errerged in a nation in a wide array of products. 
and cutting edge dermnd is presem in a number of important fields . ~ challenge in wealthy economies is to 
ka:!p raising standards. embracing new naxis. and maintaining openness in govemrrent and instirutions to new 
v.<1ys of doing things. 
Related and supporting industries and the development of clusters. Achieving rising levels 
of productivity and more sophisticated strategjes requires irnproving local access to suppliers of materials. 
componems. machinery. services. and information. Most of these iterns are produced by fmns. while sorne are 
provided by instirutions such as govemrrental entities and technical schools. While intemational sourcing is 
possible. local sourcing from capable suppliers can enhance productivity and especially improve the capacity for 
innovation and the rate of productivity improverrent.23 Local access to related industries, sharing technology. 
channels. and custorrers can offer similar benefits. As economies develop. the gro'Nth and deepening of clusters 
becorre increasingly important. Clusters are geographic concentrations of imerconnected companies, specialized 
suppliers. service providers. firrm in related industries, and associated instirutions (e.g. universities, standards 
agencies. trade associations) in particular fields that arise in nations or even states or cities within nations (see 
Figure 3).~~ 
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In early stage developmenr, supporting industries are scarce and, if they exist, uncompetitive.15 
Early in the developrnent process, a nation must begin to open access ro foreign suppliers of sophisticated 
components. machinery, and services. This allows leaming and productivity enhancernent while beginning 
to neutralize the disadvantages of absent or uncompetitive local suppliers. To move to middle-income 
levels. however, a local supplier base must begin ro form, first in the more basic components, equipment 
and services needed by local industries, and later in more sophisticated areas. As development proceeds, 
local supplier qualiry becomes increasingly important. Not only are more advanced components, 
machinery, and services required for more sophisticated strategies, but local suppliers become more 
important in supporting product and process innovation. 
To reach high income levels, rhe formation of exrensive clusters becomes increasingly necessary, 
involving not just suppliers but related industries and specialized institutions. Cluster formation often 
proceeds endogenously, but govemment, local institutions, and collective prívate-sector bodies such as 
trade associations can play an important role in the process. 26 The rate of cluster deepening and upgrading 
separares the wealthiest economies from others. 
Geographic concentration and trade within nations and regions. While the importance of 
international trade and investment for national productivity growth is widely recognized, the role of 
interna/ trade and trade wirh immediate neighboring countries is often ignored. High levels of cluster 
specialization and trade among states and nearby countries is a striking feature of the most advanced 
national economies. 
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In early stage deve!opment. economic activHy tends ro concentrare around large capnal cnies 
because of the absence of institutions and inefficient infrastructure in outlying areas and with the intrusive 
role of government in competition. Economic concemration creates congestion and high administrative 
costs. Mov1ng beyond this requires improving transportation. communications. and commercial 
infrastrucrure in omlying areas and wich neighbors . This. more than subsidies, will attract finns tired of 
dealing with congestion and the higher cost of labor in urban capitals. Another step in fostering geographic 
specialization is to eliminare interna/ rrade barriers and locariona/ restricrions and trade barriers with 
neighboring countries. Regional trade agreemems. then. can play an important role in catalyzing wide 
microeconorruc 1mprovemems. 
To support continued upgrading. economic policy should be at least parrly delegared ro rhe srare 
and ciry leve/. This encourages regions to idemify and build on local strengths and healthy competition to 
improve the business environment. In the wealthiest economies. continued productivity improvement rests 
heavily on such specialization and subspecialization. 
The role of government, institutions, and the private sector. lt should already be clear that 
government has an inevitable role in economic developrn!nt. because it affects many aspects of the business 
environment. Governrn!nt shapes factor conditions. for example. through its training and infrastructure policies. 
The sophistication of home dernand is influenced by regulatory standards and processes. government purchasing. 
and openness to imports. Similar influences are present in all parts of the diamond. Moreover. distinct roles for 
govemn~nt exist at the national. state. and local levels. A concerted effort to improve the micro environment 
must ideally occur at all three levels. 
In addition to govemrn!nt. however. many other instírwions in an economy have a role in economic 
developrn!nt. Universities. schools. infrastructure providers. standard-setting agencies. and a myriad of others 
contribute in sorne way to the microeconomic business environrn!nt. Such instirutions must proliferate and 
improve in quality to support more productive modes of competition. 
Finally, the private sector itself is not only a consumer of the business environment but can and must 
play a role in shaping ir. Individual firms can take steps such as establishing schools, attracting suppliers, or 
defming standards that not only benefit them but improve the overaU environment for competing. Collective 
industry bodies, such as trade associations and chambers of commerce, also have important roles to play in 
improving infrastructure. upgrading training instirutions. and the lik.e, that are not often recognized. 
The Process of Development 
Successful economic development is a process of successive upgrading, in which the business 
env1ronment in a nation evolves to support increasingly sophisticated and productive ways of competing. Nations 
at different levels of development face distinctly different challenges. 
At lower-income levels, companies are relying prirnarily on low-cost labor and natural resources. Early 
progress must take place in macroeconomic stability, basic factor conditions (e.g .. administrative and physical 
infrastructure). product safety and other standards, openness to trade and foreign investment, and removing 
restraints to interna! competition. To move through middle-income levels, more parts of the diamond become 
important-suppliers, information. technolog1cal infrastructure. buyer sophistication, true local rivalry. To reach 
high-incor:re levels. cluster formation and geographic specialization are needed to support competition of growing 
sophistication, together w1th vigorous local rivalry. Accompanying improvements in the supply of specialized 
factors. national scientific capability, risk capital. and administrative/regulatory simplicity are needed to realize 
very high levels of productivity. 
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An understandmg of the microeconomic foundations sheds funher light on why opening an economy to 
u-ade and foreign invest~m is so important."' Trade is often the ftrst form of competitive pressure (comext for 
strategy and rivalry). Gro.,...ing access to impons mitigares weaknesses in local suppliers (re!ated and supporting 
industries) and helps make local custorrers more demanding (demand conditions). Foreign direct investrrem 
cootinues this process inside the national economy itself. while fostering inward f1ows of best practices and 
technology. Opening also creares pressures to address infrastructure and other national ddiciencies. 
Seeing developrrent in terms of a sequemia! process of building interdependent microeconomic 
capabüities. shifting and improving incentives. and competing v.1th evo!ving strategies a!so ex.poses important 
pitfalls in economic po!icy. The influence of one part of the microeconomic business environrrent depends on 
others. Lack of improverrent in any important area can lead to a plateau in prcx:fuctivity growth and stalled 
developrrent. 
There must be alignment between the competlttve environrrent and the capacntes and needs of 
companies. Govemm:!nt must anticípate (because of the !ead til'n!S in volved) and put in place sorrewhat ahead of 
tirre the infrastrucrure. institutions. and policies needed for the nex.t leve! of competition. Yet moving too far 
ahead of ftrms' strategies and capabilities will not only deprive them of the types of inputs and supporting 
conditions they really need. but confuse and demoralize the nation's institutions and citizens. High!y trained 
engineers will not ftnd jobs. for example. unless ftrms are ready for skill-based strategies; research institutes will 
sit idle umil firms are ready to shift from imitation towards innovation. Not only will investrrents fail to bear 
fruit. but confidence in the t!ntire developrrent agenda can be undermined. 
This analysis also begins to reveal why macroeconomic policy alone is insufftcient. Macro policies that 
foster high rates of capital investrrent are beneficia!. for ex.ample, but this alone will not translate into rising 
productivity unless the specific forms of investrrent are appropriate, if available skills and supporting industries 
are sufficient to make the investments efficient. and competitive and corporate govemance pressures are strong 
enough to provide enough market discipline. High rates of public investrrent in schooling will not ultimately pay 
off unless a nation' s microeconomic circumstances crea te the demand for skill in companies. and appropriate 
institutions and practices are present to translate general education into specialized business knowledge. 
Removing distortions in exchange rates and other prices eliminares impedirrents to productivity, but micro 
foundations must be in place if productivity is actually to increase. The prudence of foreign debt levels depends 
on what the capital is invested in and the microeconomic fundarrentals surrounding its investment and 
govemance. Regulating overall debt !evels is less important, in many ways, than improving the micro 
foundations. 
A whole series of micro underpinnings are necessary, then, if sound policies at the macro leve! are to 
translate into more productive outcorres. Moreover. these micro underpinnings are a moving target if countries 
aspire to sigrúficant improvemems in national prosperity. Investigating these microeconomic foundations 
statistically is the subject of the next chapter. 
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ENDNOTES 
1 Gregory Bond and Steven Yonish played a major role in the statistical analyses reponed in this anide. with 
special thanks to Andrew Warner for both his contribution to compiling the data and his thoughtful comments. 
Felipe Larraín B .. Anita McGahan. Jan Rivkin. and Scon Stern provided helpful comments. This anicle draws 
from a book in progress. Competing for Prosperiry: the J'dicroeconomic Foundations of Economic Development. 
The ideas build on the framework tirst described in Poner (1 990) and developed in a series of subsequent studies 
and papers. This line of research has benetited greatly from joint work and discussions with l\tichael Enright. 
Michael Fairbanks. Pankaj Ghemawat. Veronica Ingham, Tarun K.hanna. Stace Lindsay. Lucia Marshall. U. 
Srinivasa Rangan. Mariko Sakakibara. Dawn Sylvester. Hirotaka Takeuchi. and Claas van der Linde. 
2 See Solow ( 1956). Lucas ( 1988). Romer ( 1990). Barro (1 991 ). and Mankiw, Romer and Weil ( 1992). 
3 l\tanki w ( 1995) raises sorne of these issues. Many of the variables u sed in gro"W1h models are not exogenous but 
jointly deterrnined with growth. and may be caused by unmeasured other variables. Causality. then. is ambiguous. 
J Poner ( 1990). 
5 The same issues apply to cities. states. or regions within nations. This discussion will be primarily set at the leve! of the 
nation. although interna! spt.-cialization and trade among states within larger nations proves to be an important 
deterrninant of prosperity. 
6 Producing more units per da y of products or services that command lower prices may not suppon rising wages. 
7 National productivity is a function not only of the productivity of those working but also of the proponion of a 
nation's citizens who want to be or can be productivdy employed. This means that a healthy rate of overall 
economic growth is important to absorb unemployed workers and workers freed up by productivity improvement in 
established businesses. 
s The mere possession or accumulation of factors (resources) is insufticient. Many nations ha ve becomc part of the 
global economy that have pools of unskilled workers or natural resources, and such basic factors can be readily 
acccsscd through markets or vía global networks. Advancing technology is also rcducing resourcc and unskilled 
labor intensity. rendering these factors less valuable. Unless factors are deployed with rising productivity, a 
nation's standard of living will languish. 
9 Sec:, for example, North ( 1990). I explore here the nature of the institutions and institutional changes that 
support rising productivity. 
10 National income also arises from payments to domestic holders of natural resources. including fees or levies paid 
to government. Earning higher rents on natural resources contributes to national income but can work against 
improving wages and returns to capital if higher resource payments drive up unit input costs. A strategy of raising 
domestic resource prices can underrnine prosperity, then, unless productivity improvements are offsening. 
11 This analysis simplities sorne issues such as whether capital is sourced domestically or internationally, and the 
fact that borrowing costs contribute to sorne extent to national income independently of the wages and profits of 
financia! institutions. The simplitications do not change the implications of the analysis for economic 
development. 
12 Or high returns to only a few because of the presence of protection and monopolies. 
13 Successful development also requires a fair division of productivity improvements between workers and 
shareholders. Without it, workers' incentives and willingness to participate in upgrading is diminished. Workers 
and their unions will resist change, favor redistribution over growth, and exert their política! power to secure these 
aims and insulate themselves from competition. The dynamic process of productivity improvement and expanding 
the pie is undermined. Open local competition together with appropriate capital market incentives and practices 
are essential to a division of the pie that supports economic development rather than ultimately undermining it. 
For a discussion of the capital allocation issues, see Competitiveness Policy Council ( 1995). 
14 S ce Poner (1996 ). 
15 Hall and Jones ( 1998) begin to gct at sorne of these issues in their notion of social infrastructure. defincd as the 
institutions and government policics that constitute the national economic environment. They include dimensions 
such as openness to international trade, government anti-divcrsion policy. distance from the equator. fraction of 
population speaking English or a westcrn Europcan languagc, and trade share of GDP. Herc, I seek to make the 
business environment more concrete and tic it to the proximatc sources of business productivity. 
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10 Gridlock is especial! y likely in poor countries where there has been an overreliance on go\ernment initiative and 
.,.,here business interest.~ h:lVe prospered because of monopoly. protection. and subsidies. Competitive pressures. 
both from outside and inside. are imponant to break out of old equilibria. 
1
• For references. see Poner ( 1998a) and Poner ( 1998b). 
13 See Poner ( 1996). 
1
q Legal systems. property rights. and the like are the subject of an extensive literature. unlike most of the other 
areas discussed here. 
:o For a recent empiric:1l study that finds a strong association between the intensity of local rivalry. measured by 
local market share tluctuations. and international competitive success. measured by world expon share. see 
Sakakibara and Poner ( 1998). 
: J The presence of active local competition. coupled \~;th a supportive investment climate. has another important 
benefit. It helps ensure that workers gain a share of the fruits of improving productivity. Widespread competition 
increases the chances that greater skills and higher productivity of workers are sought after and will be rewarded 
via higher wages and benefits. 
:: Sec Poner and van dcr Linde ( 1995). 
:J For a detailed treatment. see Poner ( 1998b). 
;J See Poner ( 1998b). 
:< The nced to rcly on unproductive local suppliers creares disadvantages for downstream industries. A national 
policy of protection or state ownership of industries with strong inter-industry linkages. a notion growing out of 
past developmcnt thinking. only compounds these supplier problems. The absencc of efficient suppliers. coupled 
often with rcstraints on impons. forces local firms into incfficient vertical integration. which diverts scarce 
resources and limits the flexibility to modify and improvc products and services. See Hirschman ( 1958). Because 
of pervasive supplier disadvantages. the early expon succcsses in dcveloping countrics often occur in industries 
with weak inter-industry linkages but favorable basic factor conditions. 
:o Poner ( 1998b ). 
:
1 Sachs and Warncr ( 1995) find a strong association between opcning and national income growth. 
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Part Two: Measuring The Microeconomic Foundations 
of Economic Development1 
Michael E. Poner 
Harvard Business School 
In order to examine the relationship between the microeconomic foundations of development and 
the prospcrity of national economies. I devised a set of special questions that was included in this year's 
Executive Survey of The Global Competitiveness Report. 2 The survey represents the first opportunity to 
explore the microeconomic underpinnings of competitiveness and economic development systematically 
across a broad sample of countries. 
The special questions covered seven dimensions of company operations and strategy. and mne 
dimensions of the national microeconomic business environment, all areas where statistical data was 
unavailable. 3 The company variables in the special survey addressed the company transitions described 
earlier, supplemented with a previously included question measuring attention to staff training, one 
indicator of the investment intensity of competition. 
The special questions on the microeconomic business environment focused on the important parts 
of the diamond. including demand conditions, related and supporting industries. local rivalry. and 
information infrastructure that have not been emphasized in traditional theories. In addition to the special 
questions. I drew on a number of previously included survey questions on more conventional areas such as 
physical infrastructure. administrative infrastructure. human resources. science and technology 
infrastructure, capital markets. intellectual property protection, and openness to intemational trade and 
investment. I avoided questions that were de Jacto measures of productivity such as questions on the 
efficiency of production processes. the productivity of workers, and overall country leadership in 
technology. To complete the model, I also examined the influence of sorne macroeconomic variables 
suggested by growth theory. 
The Data 
Respondents to the survey were senior business leaders and govemment officials. For each 
question, endpoints in terms of the dimension of company operations and strategy or the aspect of the 
national business environment were specified. Answers could fall into seven gradations from lowest to 
highest. This relatively small number of gradations, in contrast to a continuous variable, limited the 
variance in answers on a given question . .; The questions on company operations and strategy and those on 
the microeconomic business environment were interspersed in the actual survey. Questions on the same 
aspect of the business environment were also separated in the survey to increase the chances of obtaining 
independent answers. 
The number of responses for nearly all countries numbered in the dozens per country or higher, and 
the variance of responses within countries was manageable. 5 In the few cases where hard data could be 
checked against the survey responses, the correlations were reassuringly high. For example, the survey-
based Computer Utilization (question 9.15) has a high and statistically significant correlation with the 
number of computers per 1,000 persons (cr=0.88, p<0.001). 6 Although the quality of survey data has 
inevitable limits which must be taken into account when interpreting the results. the respondents to the 
survey appear to be relatively objective and knowledgeable observers of their country' s economy. 
Adequate survey data was obtained for a sample of 52 countries, ranging from Vietnam, China, 
and India with low kvels of per capita income to the advanced industrial economies such as the United 
States.7 All OECD countries were included, along with a cross section of others. It is fair to say, however, 
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that thc poorest countrics wcre underrcprescntcd. The countries included m my analysis are shown m 
Table 3. along with thcir 1996 GDP per capita .3 
Thc dependent variables used in the analysis were the leve! of GDP per capita for 1996. adjusted 
for purchasing power parity. and, toa lesser extent. the growth in GDP per capita over the 1991-1996 
period. GDP per capita is the broadest measure of national productivity and clearly linked to standard of 
living.9 GDP per capita for 1996 was utilized because reliable 1997 data is just becoming available. 
Though the actual survey was adnúnistered in early 1998, the núcroeconomic variables rneasured in the 
survey should change only slowly over time. 
~1y primary focus was on the leve! of GDP per capita because my theory relates directly to thc 
núcroecononúc foundations of current productivity. which should be determined by the current state of 
company sophistication and the current quality of the business environment. However, many of the 
núcroeconomic variables also bear directly on the rate of productivity growth, such as the intensity of local 
rivalry and the purchasing sophistication of buyers . While only one year of data prevented me from 
examining how change in núcroecononúc foundations affected growth, I did explore in a preliminary way 
the relationship between the microeconomic foundations and the rate of GDP per capita growth under the 
assumption that most of the núcroeconomic variables change only slowly. 
Microeconomic Foundations and the Level of GDP Per Capita 
Table 1 presents the bivariate relationships between the microeconomic variables and GDP per 
capita . The variables are grouped into measures of company operations and strategy and measures of the 
national business environment. Attributes of the microecononúc business environment are further grouped 
by pan of the diamond. The variables numbered with a nine are those from my special survey. Included in 
the table is the regression s1ope, an indication of statistical significance, and the adjusted R 2 ( or propon ion 
of variation in GDP per capita explained) .10 The slope can be interpreted as the increment to GDP per 
capita from an increase of one gradation on the seven point scale of answers to the associated survey 
question. 
All the variables in Table 1 are statistically significant in the full sample with the exception of the 
extent of locally based competitors, which has a more complex relationship with GDP per capita.11 Among 
the company variables, the nature of competitive advantage, capacity for innovation, and control of 
intemational distribution are especially striking in the proportion of the variance in per capita GDP 
explained. The nature of competitive advantage measures the extent to which the advantage of companies 
in the country is drawn from cheap labor or resources on one end of the spectrum and innovative products 
and processes on the other. 
Among the núcroecononúc business environment measures, demand conditions, related and 
supporting industries, and information infrastructure are also highly associated with per capita GDP, as are 
the quality of logistical infrastructure, freedom from irregular payments, and intellectual property 
protection (questions drawn from the full survey). Al! significant variables have the expected positive sign. 
Overall. the results provide strong support for the relationship between microeconomic foundations and 
economic performance, both in terms of company operations and strategy and the national business 
environment. The results also provide support for diamond theory and its broad view of the microeconomic 
determinants of productivity . 
Sorne overall findings merit discussion. First, factor conditions (IIA), the focus of much previous 
literature. are significant but far from dominating. Traditional factor accumulation (human resources, 
capital. scientific infrastructure) appears less potent than putting in place the "new" infrastructure in 
information and communications.1l Business information availability, highlighted in diamond theory, is 
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highly significant. Second. demand conditions (llB) and related and supporting industries (l!C) pcrform 
panicularly strongly. The quantity of local suppliers and especially local upplier quality both matter. 
Thus there is an imponant role for local clusters. challenging the argurnent that the possibility of global 
outsourcing has eliminated the local rolé: in competitive advamage. Third. the presence of demanding 
regulatory standards is strongly associated with per capita GDP. This is further evidence that demanding 
regulatory standards do not prevent competitiveness but are associated with higher p!Oductivity.'' Fourth. 
there is a potent role for the context for strategy and rivalry (liD), and robust findings on the importance of 
local rivalry that will becol11c::! even clearer in explaining pcr capita GDP growth and the results for 
countries at different stages of develop!11c::!nt. Finally, the extenr of regional trade has a strong innuence. 
especially in developing countries. 
For sorne variables. such as buyer sophistication. one could argue causality in the reverse direction. 
Buyer sophistication. for example. could be the result of high per capita GDP and not the cause. The 
survey quesrions were worded to avoid spurious reverse causality-for example, the buyer sophistication 
question stressed the sophistication and the nature of the buying process rather than rhe financia! capacity 
of buyers ro purchase expensive products.'"' However, the results based on a single survey cannot establish 
causality . 
Although causality remains ambiguous for sorne variables, the findings point to important 
microeconomic changes that occur with developrnent. While there may be sorne natural tendency for sorne 
micrO<!Conomic conditions to improve as GDP per capira grows. the improvernent appears to be far from 
automatic. In all areas. the rate of microeconomic improvernent can be affected markedly by purposeful 
action in both government and the prívate sector. 
To explore the collective impact of the variables. 1 employed common factor analysis. 15 This 
provided a single composite picture of the relative microeconomic competitiveness of each country. 
weighing all the variables. Many of the individual variables are collinear, and the individual impact of 
particular variables cannot be statistically distinguished dueto the relatively small sample size. 
Two factor analyses were conducted, one with only the special survey questions and the other with 
the broader ser of survey variables. In both analyses, one dominant factor was present which captured 85% 
and 66% of the covariance among the variables respectively. 16 The company dimensions and the elernents 
of the microeconomic business environrnent tend to move together as a system. one of the central tenets of 
diamond theory. This is particularly strik.ing for the special survey questions which measure the central 
aspects of the business environrnent. 17 
Regressing GDP per capita on the factors explains a remarkable 82.4% of the variance in each 
case. A strong relationship between the microeconomic environment and GDP per capita is evident. 
Interestingly, the factor drawn from only the survey questions explains virtually all the variation that the 
broader set of variables does. 
The factor score can be interpreted as a microeconomic competitiveness index (MICI). Note that 
this index is of a different sort than the Competitiveness Index, because it focuses exclusively on 
microeconomic variables and addresses the leve! of GDP per capita and not its rate of growth. Figure 1 
plots M ICI against 1996 GDP per ca pita for each country in the sample. The line in the middle is the 
regression line, while the dotted lines above and below delineare the 95% confidence forecast region. 18 
Countries lying above the regression lineare those whose GDP per capira exceeds that predicted by 
their microeconomic foundations. as measured by the factor. Countries below the line are those whose 
microeconomic foundations are stronger than current GDP per capita. Countries currently overperforming 
their rneasured microeconomic foundations include Italy and Iceland, farthest above the line, as well as 
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Hong Kong. Venezuela. Japan. Singapore. Portugal. and 1\orway. lt is difficult to characterize these as a 
group. Severa! of the countries (e.g .. Venezuela. 1'-iorway. Iceland) have unusual resource endowrnems thut 
may yield unsustainable income levels. Hong Kong and Singapore are regional trading centers ""ith 
strength in infrastructure but weaknesses in institutions and company practices relative to other nations at 
their income levels. Italy's microeconomic business environmem is eroded by conditions in the south. 19 
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Countries currently underperforming their microeconomic fundamentals include South Africa, 
Vietnam, India, Turkey, China, Finland, Gennany, and Chile. South Africa and Turkey are coping with 
unusual political challenges. Germany has faced the economic discontinuity of unification . The 
performance of China and India may be pulled down by the large populations outside the mainstream 
economy. In each of these countries, the micro fundamentals are in place to support higher levels of GDP 
per capita. lf micro foundations can be preserved (e.g., South Africa, India) or enhanced while macro 
circumstances improve, my results offer promise for the future. 
In interpreting these differences, it is important to remember that the relationship between MICI 
and GDP per capita is very strong. with only three countries outside the forecast region. It is also notable 
that the so-called transitional economies-Russia, Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic. and Ukraine-
fall on or close to the regression line. Although transitioning from a different economic system, their GDP 
per capita appears to be strongly associated with their microeconomic fundamentals. 
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The microeconomic variables were next grouped imo the two categories suggested by my theory: 
company operations and strategy and microeconomic busines environmem. For e:1ch category of 
variables. common factor analysis again yielded a single dominam factor. Thc'ory suggests that the 
company characteristics and business environment should move together. Statistical analysis supports this 
relationship--the correlation between the two factors is 0.93.::o 
To explore the relative state of companies and the microeconomic business environment in the 
sampk of countries. I plotted the normalized factors against each other in Figure 2. Company 
sophistication is on the vertical axis and business environmem on the horizontal axis. Countries lying 
above the 45 degree lineare those whose company developmem is ahead of the business environment. while 
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Countries whose companies are ahead of the business environment include Japan and Italy, and to 
a lesser extent Switzerland, Sweden, France, Korea, Brazil, Venezuela, and Ukraine. Japan and Italy both 
suffer from serious deficiencies in the business environment. consistent with the findings of this analysis . 
Countries whose business environment is ahead of company practice include Australia. Iceland. Portugal, 
Singapore, Canada. and South Africa. Many of these are countries whose leading companies are still 
heavily involved in natural resource extraction or OEM production despite relatively advanced business 
conditions. 
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Current macrOI!Conomic policies should have only an indirect effect on tht! current leve! of nacional 
producrivity ." 1 However. ro explore thc! relative role of micro and macro. I examined a number of 
macrQI!Conomic variables dra wn from The Global Compericiveness Repon 1997 which were suggested by 
thc! economic grov.th literarure. including gross domestic investment (both public and privare) as a percent 
of GDP. nacional savings as a percent of GDP, govemment spending as a percent of GDP. an index of 
exchange rate misalignment. and years of secondary schooling (ro capture overall investment in human 
capital ). :2 I use data from 1996. although the levels of these indicators change only slowly over time. It is 
perhaps not surprising that only nacional savings (with MICI included) and year of secondary schooling 
(with or without MICI included) were statistically significant. These make only a modest contribution ro 
explaining the variance in GDP per capita across countries and a small incremental contribution (3%) 
beyond MICI (these results are not reported). Past and current macro policies have a role! in shaping the 
future microeconomic business environment. however. and we would expect the intluence of macro 
variables to be greater in explaining growth in GDP per capita. This is confirrned in results ro be reponed. 
Microeconomic Foundations and Economic Growth 
Microeconomic fundamentals also bear on the rate of growth in productivity that an economy can 
achieve over a sustained period of time. A subset of the variables relate directly to productivity growth as 
well as its current level. notably the intensity of competition. buyer and supplier quality, business 
information availability. intellectual property protection, and measures of R&D infrastructure. Among the 
company variabks. innovation capacity, attention to staff training. control of internacional distribution 
channels. and breadth of international rnarkets should be linked to productivity growth. 
Given that only one year of survey data on the core microeconomic variables was available. growth 
in GDP pt!r capita could be investigated only in a more preliminary way. My theory focuses on the 
structural microeconomic fundarnentals. which are stable and change only slowly. Macroeconomic policy 
variables. which will be more volatile, should also play an irnportant role in GDP per capita growth in the 
short and long terrn. Explaining per capita income growth over short periods of time, even a five year 
period. is fraught with difficulty. Moreover. rnany shocks and short term intluences can affect growth rates 
o ver chis time frame. In 1997. for example, growth rares plummeted in many countries due ro political 
instabilities and the Asian crisis. 
As the dependent variable in the growth analysis, I utilize real GDP per capita growth between 
1991 and 1996. The initial leve! of per capita GDP was included in all growth equations, including all 
bivariate regressions, ro adjust for initial income differences among countries, following the growth 
literarure. The idea here is that the ability to grow should relate ro sorne extent to the current leve! because 
lower income countries can imitate and leam from high incorne countries. Except by itself, the inicial leve! 
of income was almost always negative and usually significant. 
Table 2 presents the statistical results. The micro variables that are statistically significant are 
somewhat fewer in number than in the leve! analysis, but correspond well ro my theory. Among the most 
intluential single variable is the intensity of local competir ion, which alone explained 27% of the variance in 
grov.th in GDP per capita, controlling for inicial level. Other significant variables, in order of appearance 
in the rabie, include attention to sraff training. control of internacional distribution channels, breadth of 
internacional markets, communications infrastructure quality and cost, personal security, 
administrative/regulatory burden, business information availability, stock market access, venture capital 
availability, buyer sophistication, domestic supplier quality, intellectual property protection, prevalence of 
irregular payments, tariff liberalization, extent of locally based competitors, and effectiveness of antitrust 
policy. The quality of scientific research institutions is the only statistically significan! variable (p<O.IO) in 
the analysis to have an unexpected sign. Interestingly, the extent of locally based competitors, which was 
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n(){ significant in the leve! equation. has a positive and significant relationship with growth in GDP per 
capita. where its effect is less ambiguous than with leve!. 
As in the leve! analysis. I employed common factor analysis to compute a rnicroeconornic groW1h 
index (MICI Growth). MICI GroW1h comains the subset of micro variables that are significam in the 
bivariate growth regressions. Once again. a dominant factor emerged among the variables that explained 
75'7c of the covariance among them. MICI Growth itself explains 25% of the variance in grov.'th in GDP 
perca pita. comrolling for initial leve!. and is positive (b=-L41) and highly significant (p<O.OO 1 ). ~-; 
To complete the analysis. I introduced the macroeconomic variables imo the growth equation. 
Macro variables should be important to groW1h. because they shape the comext for rnicroeconomic 
improvernent. As with the rnicroeconornic variables. however. the statistical test is hindered by the lack of 
historical data. Gross dornestic investrnent. national savings. govemment spending, and the index of 
exchange rate misalignrnent proved significant in explaining growth. with the signs of the govemment 
spending and exchange rate variables being negative as expected.2-l The macroeconomic variables as a 
group explained 22% or 23% of the variance in growth, controlling for initial leve!.~ 
Combining MICI Growth and the macro variables into a single equation explained 46% or 48% of 
the variation of grov.'th. controlling for initial income leve!. Thus the micro and macro variables have 
roughly equivalent but complementary power. Most of the macro variables are more statistically 
significant with the microeconomic growth factor included. Macro policies are important to growth. but so 
are sound micro foundations. Overall. however. the growth analysis must be taken as more preliminary 
because of the unavailability of time series for both micro and macro variables and the sustainability of 
growth rates. 
Microeconomic Foundations and the State of Development 
We would expect the influence of individual variables to differ for countries at very different 
income (and productivity) levels . The influence of a given variable could be nonlinear or reach a threshold 
aftt!r which it is no longer governing. Different variables are also likely to be controlling at differing 
productivity levels. 
I examined these issues by dividing the countries in the sample into three per capita GDP groups: 
low, rnedium. and high.26 Given the pattem of GDP per capita variation, dividing the sample imo three 
groups of countries rather than two was more appropriate despite the reduction in sample size for statistical 
purposes. 27 The variance in GDP per capita is much greater for the middle incorne subgroup than for the 
high and low incorne groups, which also affects the statistical power of the analysis. High incorne 
countries, in particular, had small percentage differences in GDP per capita. In addition, the variance in 
responses to sorne survey questions was modest within the subgroups. 
With these limitations in mind, the right-hand side of Table 1 presents the subgroup analysis. For 
low incorne countries, opening the economy to trade and especially foreign investment, reducing corruption, 
beginning to raise regulatory standards. improving information infrastructure, and improving physical 
infrastructure (including communications) are the most important influences on GDP per capita. 28 E ven in 
low income countries, traditional factor accumulation proves not nearly as important as the efficiency of 
communications and computer utilization together with creating an appropriate context for competition. 
Among companies, beginning to shift from solely competing on cheap labor and natural resources is the 
crucial priority. Beginning to trade with neighboring countries has a strong influence on national 
productivity. 
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Arnong low income countri~s. growth in GDP pcr capita is most stronsdv linked statlsl!cally ro 
communications infrastructure cost and quality, adrninistrarive/regulatory burden. opcnness of public 
sector comracts. intellectual propcrty protection, tariff liberalization. op~nness to foreign investors. and th~ 
int~nsity of local comp~tition (these results are not shown). Th~ intensity of local competition. which was 
not significant in explaining the leve! of GDP per capita for low income countries, is highly significant in 
explaining GDP pcr capita growth. Also significan! to GDP pcr capita growth is the development of 
locally based rivals .~ Overall. these results are generally in line with my expectations. and provide strong 
confinnation of how important it is for developing countries ro become part of the intemational economy. 
:\!y results suggest that much competition at this stage comes from ~xtemal sourc~s. whik local rival[)· 
m~asures are positive but not significant. 
To make the leap to upper rrúddle income. many more parts of the diamond become important. 
including advanced physical infrastructure. information infrastructure. access to equity capital, sci~nce and 
technology infrastructure, cluster development (related and supporting industries. demand conditions). and 
intensity of local competition. All these are statistically significant. At the company leve!, developing 
innovation capacity. building intemational distribution. and broad~ning intemational markets tak~ on 
growing importance in moving ro the next leve! of sophisticarion. 
In the middle income group, virtually all variables are significant with two notable exceptions: 
regional sales and op~nness to foreign investors. The middle income group encompasses a huge jump in 
per capita GDP, which increases statistical power. Among the company variables most relat~d to per 
capita GDP are the following: the nature of competitive advantage and the capacity for innovation each 
explained more than 80% of the variance in per capita GDP, the highest of any variables in the medium per 
capita GDP subsample. Among the national busin~ss environment variables, the variables most related to 
p~r capita GDP were, in order of appearance in the rabie, quality of logistical infrastructure, personal 
security. business information availability, stock market access. public investment in civilian R&D. 
university-industry research collaboration, buyer sophistication, domestic supplier quality, and intellectual 
property protection. 
Among rrúddle income countries, growth in GDP per capita is most strongly influenced statistically 
by stock market access, venture capital availability, the extent of local! y based competitors, information 
access, th~ intensity of rivalry, information access, and improving factor quality. 
For countries seeking to move to advanced econorrúes, many of the conditions for becorrúng middle 
income countries would be taken as given. The frontiers would rest in advanced infrastructure of all types. 
risk equity, buyer sophistication, cluster quality, and maintaining the intensity of local rivalry . On the 
company side, innovative capacity throughout the value chain would be goveming. 
The statistical results for the high income subgroup were affected by lirrúted variance in income 
and compression of survey responses, which led again to a smaller number of significant variables than in 
the middle income subgroup. There was little overlap with the significant variables in the low income 
group. The intensity of local competition had almost double the explanatory power of the next most 
significant variable in the high income group, providing strong support for one of the core diamond theory 
hypotheses. Overall infrastructure quality was also significant, apparently due largely ro communications 
cost (communications cost was the only significant variable common to all three country groups). Also 
significant for the high income group were administrative/regulatory burden and venture capital availability 
(but no longer stock market access). None of the company variables was significant, probably because of 
compression and hence limited variance in the survey responses . Overall, the subgroup results are highly 
suggestive of a process of economic development which involves a sequential strengthening of 
microeconomic fundamentals . 
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For high income countries. the intensity of loc:J.l rivalr:' is significant in expl:J.ining per capit:J. GDP 
gro\"1h . Also significant is rninirniz.ing the adrnini trative/regulatory burden. 30 
Ranking Microeconomic Foundations 
I employed ~1ICI to rank countries in terms of their microeconornic foundations (see Table 3). 
The United States comes out the leader. followed by Finland and the Netherlands. 31 lt is interesting to 
compare the MICI ranking to the ranking in the 1997 and !998 Competitiveness Indexes (the 1997 lndex is 
most comparable because it is based on 1996 data). The Competitiveness Index is focused on growth and 
encompasses both macroeconornic and rnicroeconornic variables . MICI is exclusively microeconomic and 
more c!osely related to GDP per capita leve!. 
The rankings are correlated but exhibit sorne substantial differences (see Table 3). MICI assigns 
much higher ranks to Germany. Sweden, Finland. France. Italy. Brazil, South Africa. and (compared to the 
1998 Index) Israel. The Competitiveness Index assigns much higher ranks to Hong Kong. New Zealand. 
Taiwan. Chile. Malaysia. Korea. Thailand. Egypt. the Philippines. and Indonesia. It is also worth noting 
that Japan ranked !8 on microeconomic foundations versus 13 in the recent Competitiveness Index ranking. 
Indonesia is the most extreme case. ranked 51 (next to last) in the micro ranking and !4 ( 1997) and 
31 ( !998) based on the Competitiveness Index. Almost al! of the faltering Asían economies were among 
the countries that received a lower ranking in terms of microeconomic fundamentals. Nearly all have 
Competitiveness Index rankings that are slipping. 
Overall, of the ll countries ranking significantly lower on micro. 7 had falling Competitiveness 
Indexes between !997 and 1998 while three were tlat. Only one country. Taiwan, registered an 
improvement (from 8 to 6). These findings are consistent with the view that a favorable economic growth 
rate is unsustainable if it outruns a country's micro fundamentals. 
Conclusions 
Political stability and sound macroeconomic policies have long been considered the comerstone for 
achieving a high standard of living. The results here suggest that these are necessary but not sufficient for 
national prosperity. Parallel improvements in the microeconomic foundations of economic development are 
needed, rooted in the nature of company operations and strategies and in the microeconomic business 
environment. I find strong evidence that rnicroeconomic upgrading is a sequential process in which the 
countries at different levels of development face distinctly different challenges. 
Taken as a whole, the results challenge the notion that microeconornic improvement is automatic if 
proper macroeconornic policies are instituted. While institutions such as the L\-lF strongly push macro 
reforms, my findings suggest that micro reforms are equally if not more important. Without micro reforms, 
moreover. growth in GDP per capita will be unsustainable. Appropriate micro reforms, which will boost 
productivity and productivity growth, can also greatly ease the challenge of meeting fiscal obligations and 
reducing macroeconomic distortions. 
A greater focus on micro reforms will pay another, essential dividend. While macro reforms 
almost inevitability intlict hardship in the short and medium term. micro reforms can produce tangible and 
visible benefits for citizens. Breaking up local cartels and monopolies can lower the cost of food, housing, 
electricity, telephone service. and other costs of living. Regulatory reform can rapidly begin to ease 
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mobility and tang1bly ~ase congestion . Bold steps to improve education and trammg are particularly 
1mportant. becaus~ they offer the hope of a better life for children . If citizens s~ business~s reforming 
themselves and facing challenges. they are more prone to challenge other interest groups and more willing 
10 live with personal sacrifices . The political will and public support to make real economic upgrading is 
built. 
If there is to be continued support for economic reform in nations around the world. there is a 
pressing n~d to move toa next kvel of thinking. Approaches based heavily on macroeconomic adjustment 
are producing a backJash that erodes support for economic progress and will have questionable long term 
impact. Política!. macroeconomic. and microeconomic policies must be integrated in a more textured view 
of competitiveness and the sources of sustained prosperity. Any nation can prosper if it can make the 
choices necessary to improve the foundations of productivity. 
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Table 1 Bivariate Regression Results, Dependent Variable: 1996 GDP Per Capita 
All Countrtes (n = 52) Low (n = 17) Medtum (n = 17) Hlgll (n = 10) 
(GOP per Cap11a < $7,000) (GOP por Caplla $7 -$19,000) (GOP por Cap11u > $1 !J 000) 
Slope Adt . R' Slope Adj . R Stop e Adj R' Stop o AcJJ n 
l. Cornpany Operations & Strategy 
9.07 Nature of Competitiva Advantage 5326.0'' 0.757 2125.6" 0.193 3474 .9'' 0.818 416.3 ·0.040 
9.14 Value Chain Presence 9632.5" 0.533 1510.5 o 021 7631.2" 0.350 1087.9 0.016 
6.09 Atten1ion 1o Stall Trainlng 8522.9" 0.610 182.6 -0 065 4965.3" o 367 616.8 -0 041 
9.06 Capaclty for lnnovation 7146.2'' 0.712 ·514 .5 -0.054 4346.5" 0.876 598.4 -0.040 
9.03 Control of lnternallonal Dlstrlbullon 8635.8" 0.681 568 .3 -0.050 5171.7" 0.491 1080.4 -0 .026 
9.04 Exten1 of Brandtng 7469.9" 0.498 293.7 ·0.063 4145.4" 0.357 -595 .9 -0 .041 
9.10 Breadth of lnternallonaJ Markets 10738. 1" 0.391 1613.0 0.025 10956.2'' 0.430 1101.9 -0 007 
9.11 Extont ol Regional SaJes 7852.4" 0.593 2634 . 1" 0.335 1285.8 -0 024 1882.3 o 066 
11 . Ouallty ol the Nallonat Business Envtronment 
A. Factor (Input) Condtttons 
1. Physlcallnfrastructure 
4.01 Overalllnlrastructure Ouality 5114 .6" 0.687 416.2 -0.048 3069.2" 0.379 1126.8' o. 126 
a. Baste 
4.02 Road lnfrastructure Ouality 4187.1" 0.489 -248.9 ·0.047 2673.1" o 293 709.:.1 0.057 
4.09 Power lnfraslruclure Adequacy 4860.3" 0.508 601.6 0.073 917.1 -0.050 319.0 -0.057 
4.03 Railroad lnfraslruclure Development 2836.9" 0.303 ·692.4 0.099 1364.2' O. 141 361 .2 -0.011 
4.05 Port lnlraslruclure OuaJity 4943.3" 0.608 -204 .1 -0.059 3740.9" 0.642 701.9 0.023 
4.04 Air Transport lnlraslruclure OuaJily 5025.7" 0.608 556.7 0.001 2963.7" 0.465 911.1 0.024 
b. Advanced 
4.06 Telephone 1 Fax lnfraslructure Ouality 6724.9" 0.669 758.5 0.051 5648.4" 0.625 1700.0 -0014 
4.08 lnternational Dlrecl Dial Cornmunlcations Costs 6404.3" 0.686 1763.4" 0.406 4056.0" 0.446 170 1.1' o 102 
4. 11 Oualtty ol W'housing, Slorage, & Dlslribullon (logisllcal) 5928.3" 0.767 367.9 -0.048 4511.3" 0.695 1121 .8 -0 002 
Nelworks 
2. Administrativa lnfraslructure 
8.14 Saleguarding ol Personal Securily 4307.2" 0.597 -385 .0 ·0.014 2718.5" 0.702 1540.6 o 067 
8.05 Judicial lndependence 4304.0" 0.464 ·123.8 -0.063 2531 .8" 0.589 ·53. 1 -0 062 
8.10 Adequacy ol Prlvale Sector Legal Recourse 4578.0" 0.415 48.3 ·0.066 2865.7" 0.639 ·125.2 ·O 061 
2.02 Admin . 1 Regula1ory Burden 4475.4" 0.246 895.6 0.044 3217.6" 0.300 1040.0' O. 130 
3. lnlormalion lnfrastruclure 
9.02 Business lnlormallon Avallablllty 6672.9" 0.742 172.2 ·0.065 3860.9 " 0.695 1511.0 0.024 
9.15 Computar Ullllznllon 9929.8" 0.713 2579.6' o. 158 5547.1" 0.490 1012.6 0.037 
4. Capital Availabilily 
3.01 Financia! Markel Sophisllcation 4395.9 " 0.530 785.5 0.085 2969.3" 0.592 709.5 0.005 
9.16 Stock Markel Access 5851 .8" 0.447 75.8 ·0.066 4467.0" 0.680 1299.4 0.092 
3.02 Ventura Capital Availablllty 4576.7" 0.325 -479.9 -0.045 3564.4 " 0.648 862.7' o 122 
Note: • denotes p < 0.1 O, • • denotes p < 0.05 
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Table 1 Bivariate Regression Results, Dependent Variable: 1996 GDP Per Capita (continued) 
All Counlries (n = 52) Low (n = 17) Medturn (n= 17) Hlgh (n = 1U) 
(GDP por Cap•ta < $7 ,000) (GDP por Cap1ta $7 -$19 ,000) (GOP por C~p1111 > $1U,OOO) 
S Jope Adj. A' S Jope Ad¡ . A S Jope Ad¡ . A S Jopo Adj 11' 
5. Human Aesources 
7.05 Ouallty of Prlmary and Secoodary Educallon 4371.0'' 0.312 ·359.2 ·0.042 2242.6'' 0.331 ·30 .9 -0 062 
7.04 Adoquacy ot Average Years ot Schooting 4591 .0'' 0.528 ·16.3 ·0.067 2314 .8'' 0 .300 ·491 .!l · 0 . 0~4 
5. 12 Ouall1y of Sclenllsts & Englneers 4567.7" 0.244 199.2 ·0.056 2937 .2" 0.276 664 . t -0.0:!2 
6. 16 Ouallty of Business Schoots 4439.6" 0.284 102.6 ·0.064 2781.9" 0.336 407 .2 ·0.042 
6. Science & Technology 
5.04 Publlc tnvestment In Non-Milltary A&D 5611 .9" 0.526 -834.8 ·0.011 347 1.9" 0.741 756.5 0.012 
5.03 Ouality of Sclence Aesearch lnstitullons 4875.9" 0.474 ·34.4 ·0.066 3225.5" 0.636 334 .3 ·0.049 
5.06 University /lndustry Aesearch Collaboratioo 6958.2" 0.616 711.9 ·0.036 3785.8" 0.705 917.0 -0.01 t 
B. Demand Cooditioos 
9.01 Buyer Sophlsllcallon 7220.1" 0.809 ·500.0 ·0.053 4821 .2" 0.700 2073.9 0.022 
9.12 Demanding Aegulatory Standards 6666.0'' 0.756 1910.9" 0.212 4153.3" 0.496 ·728.0 ·0.039 
1.14 Openness of Public Sector Cootracts 3516.4" 0.111 820.9 0.048 836.9 ·0.041 -372.2 ·0.047 
C. Aelated and Supporting Industries 
9.13 Domes tic Supplier Ouantity 9199.8" 0.674 980.4 0.002 7070.2'' 0.554 1719.9 0.042 
9.05 Domes tic Suppller Ouallty 7398.3" 0.773 455.2 ·0.053 4973.2" 0.770 1514 .2 0.015 
D. Context for Flrm Strategy and Alvalry 
5.11 lntellectual Property Protection 5956.6" 0.744 1380.3" 0.194 3990.0" 0.792 · 124.5 ·0.062 
8.03 Irregular Payments (Bribery) 4616.6" 0.753 1112.5' 0.170 2664 .2" 0.623 598.4 -0 .033 
1.01 Tariff Llberallzallon 5636.8" 0.593 1199.4" 0.200 2384 .7" 0.192 78.3 ·0.062 
1.02 Hidden Trade Barrier Llberallzatioo 4898.0" 0.446 1201 .3" 0.249 2720.5" 0.280 ·43 .4 ·O 062 
1.13 Opennoss lo Forelgn Jnvestors 3113.6" 0.146 1297.9" 0.476 133 7 ·0.066 104.3 ·0.061 
9.17 lntenslty of Local Competilloo 10770.9" 0.428 137.1 ·0.066 6442.9" 0.244 2703.1" o 239 
9.09 Extent of Locally Basad Competitors 3063.9 0.031 758.2 0.002 2365.2 0.036 1294.3 0.031 
8.02 Effectiveness of Anti-trl)stPolicy 6849.2" 0.562 ·75.1 ·0.066 4276.9" 0.570 ·42 1.2 ·0.055 
Note: • denotes p < 0.1 O, • • denotes p < 0.05 
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Table 2 Bivariate Regression Results for all Countries, Dependent Variable: 
1991-1996 GDP Per Capita Growth 
l. Company Operat1ons & Strategy 
9.07 Nature of Competitive Advantage 
9.14 VaJue Cham Presence 
6.09 Attention to StaH Training 
9.06 Capacity for lnnovation 
9.03 Control of lntemationaJ Distnbution 
9.04 Extent of Branding 
9. 1 O Breadth of 1 ntemationaJ Markets 
9.11 Extent of Regional SaJes 
11. OuaJity of the NationaJ Business Environment 
A. Factor (Input) Conditions 
1. PhysicaJ lnfrastructure 
4.01 OveraJI lnfrastructure OuaJity 
a. Basic 
4.02 Road lnfrastructure OuaJity 
4.09 Power lnfrastructure Adequacy 
4.03 Railroad lnfrastructure Development 
4.05 Port lnfrastructure QuaJity 
4.04 Air Transport lnfrastructure OuaJity 
b. Advanced 
4.06 Telephone 1 Fax lnfrastructure OuaJity 
4 .08 lnternational Direct Dial Communications Costs 
4.11 OuaJity of W 'housing, Storage, & Distribution (logistical) 
Networks 
2. Administrative lnfrastructure 
8.14 Safeguarding of Personal Security 
8.05 Judicial lndependence 
8 .1 O Adequacy of Prívate Sector Legal Recourse 
2.02 Admin. 1 Regulatory Burden 
3. lnformation lnfrastructure 
9.02 Business lnformation Availability 
9. 15 Computer Utilization 
4. Capital Availability 
3.01 Financial Market Sophistication 
9.16 Stock Market Access 
3.02 V enture Capital Availability 
5. Human Resources 
7.05 Ouality of Primary and Secondary Education 
7.04 Adequacy of Average Years of Schooling 
5.12 Ouality of Scientists & Engineers 
6.16 Ouality of Business Schools 
6. Science & Technology 
5.04 Public lnvestment in Non-Military R&D 
5.03 Ouality of Science Research lnstitutions 
5.06 University 1 lndustry Research Collaboration 
B. Demand Conditions 
9.01 Buyer Sophistication 
9.12 Demanding Regulatory Standards 
1.14 Openness of Public Sector Contracts 
C. Aelated and Supporting Industries 
9.13 Domestic Supplier Quantity 
9.05 Domestic Supplier OuaJity 
D. Context for Firm Strategy and RivaJry 
5.11 lntellectual Property Protection 
8.03 Irregular Payments (Bribery) 
1.01 TariH Liberalization 
1.02 Hidden Trade Barrier Liberalization 
1.13 Openness to Foreign lnvestors 
9.17 lntensity of Local Competition 
9.09 Extent of Locally Based Competitors 
















































Note: 1991 GDP per capita is included in the regressions to adjust for initial income level 
• denotes p < 0.1 O, •• denotes p < 0.05 
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Table 3 Country Rankings 
Country 1996 GDP Per Capita MICI 1997 Competitiveness 1998 Compe~tJveness 
Countrv Code (All Variables) lndex lndex 
United States USA 27.329 1 3 3 
Finland FIN 18,385 2 18 15 
Nether1ands NTH 20,172 3 11 7 
Germany GER 20,207 4 24 24 
United Kingdom UK 19,804 5 7 4 
Canada CAN 21.905 6 4 5 
Sweden SWE 19,616 7 21 23 
Denmark DEN 21,414 8 19 16 
Switzer1and SWI 23.651 9 6 8 
Singapore SIN 24,674 10 1 
France FRA 21,575 11 22 22 
Hong Kong HON 26,121 12 2 2 
lreland IRE 17.281 13 15 11 
Norway NOR 22.608 14 10 9 
Australia ASL 20,687 15 16 14 
Austria AUS 19,472 16 26 20 
New Zealand NZL 16,848 17 5 13 
Japan JAP 22,628 18 13 12 
Belgium BEL 20.285 19 30 27 
Taiwan TAl 16,786 20 8 6 
Israel ISA 17,839 21 23 29 
Spam SPA 15,090 22 25 25 
Chile CHL 10,631 23 12 18 
lceland ICE 20,016 24 37 30 
South Africa SAF 4,214 25 43 42 
ltaly ITA 20,493 26 38 41 
Malaysia MAL 11,249 27 9 17 
K orea KOR 12,824 28 20 19 
Turkey TUR 5,885 29 35 40 
Czech Republic CZR 8,920 30 31 35 
Hungary HUN 6,570 31 45 43 
Jordan JOR 5,163 32 42 34 
Portugal POR 11,591 33 29 26 
Argentina ARG 7,066 34 36 36 
Brazil SRA 6,401 35 41 46 
Slovak Republic SLV 7,481 36 34 48 
Thailand THA 8,579 37 17 21 
Greece GRE 9,306 38 47 44 
Meldco MEX 8,085 39 32 32 
Egypt EGY 4,221 40 27 38 
Poland POL 6,906 41 49 49 
China CHN 3,173 42 28 28 
Vietnam VTN 204 43 48 39 
India INO 1,527 44 44 50 
Philippines PHI 2,977 45 33 33 
Russia RUS 4,305 46 52 52 
Peru PEA 4,095 47 39 37 
Zimbabwe ZIM 1,548 48 50 51 
Colombia COL 6,793 49 40 47 
Venezuela VZL 8,717 50 46 45 
Indonesia INS 4,418 51 14 31 
Ul<raine UKR 2,645 52 51 53 
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j Competitiva advantages ol your nation's 
cornpanles In lnternational markets 
Value -~~aln : .:s_ence ---- l _:~erna~~~~l c:~rulles- ~n you~-coun~ry 
Attention to Stall Trai'2!_ng ______ l Stall training ls _ _ __ _ 
Capacity lor lnnovalion 1 The stale oltechnology in compé!Jlies 
l. Company Operatlons & Strategy 
9.07 Nature ol Competitiva Advé!Jllage 
6.09 -
9.06 
9.03 Control ollnlernalional Dlstribution 
1 To selllnternatiooally, compé!Jlies in your country 
Low Score 
low cost labor or natural resources 
are primarily lnvolved in produclion 
generally neglecled 
imilate or source all lechnology exclusively lrom 
loreign cornpanles 
---~ ----
9.04 Extenl ol Bré!Jldi!lg _ ____ .. __ 
9. 10 Breadth ollnternatiooal Markels 
9.11 Extent ol Regiooal Sales 
Companies who sell internali?fially _ 
lnternatiooal cornpé!Jlles In y~r country 
lnternational compé!Jlies In your counlry 
employ loreign distribution and marketing 
arré!Jlgements 
- i sell commodilies or markel under loreign brands 
! sell primarrly in high-lncome markets 
11 . aualiÍy ol the Natlonal Busines~ E~vi'ionrn~nt _ ., 
¡_ 
A. Factor (Input) Condltlons _ -· __ _ 
1. Physlcallnfrastructure 
4.01 OveralllnlrastruciÜreO.ualily ..• -:_: _ T ·overall inlraslructure in your country is 
a. Basic 1 
4.02 Roag l':llrastructure O~ality _ ~ .. =1 Road jfilrastructure 
~ -O~ ~o~er _lnl~astruclure _A_9equ_ilcy _____ J.. Your ~ountry __ _ 
4.03 Railroad ln_lr.astructu!_e Development _ _l Railroads are _ _ . 
4.05 Portlnlrastructure Ouality ! Portlacility and inlé!Jld waterways are 
4.04 Alr TranspÓrtlnlra~l~uctu~e OuaiÍiy- -:- : f.lr transportls 
b. Advanced 1 - ·- -- - -- ·-------~-----·-- --- -- ·- - ----
4.06 Telephooe 1 Fax lnlrastruclure Telephooes and lax machines are 
Oualily 1 
4.08 lnlernational Direct Dial 1 Direct dial international phone service ls 
Communlcations Costs 1 - -· -
4.11 Ouality ol Warehouslng, Storage, & 
Distribulion (logislical) Nelworks 
2. Admlnlstratlve lnfrastructure 
8.14 Saleguarding ol Persooal Security 
8.05 Judicial lndependence 
8.1 O Adequacy ol Priva le Sector Legal 
Recourse 
. . 
2.02 Admin . 1 Regulatory Burden 
3. lnlormatlon lnfrastructure 
9.02 Busi~ess lnlormation Avaiiabiiity --- . , 
4. Capital Avallablllty . ______ . .. . __ • 
- -- -
Warehousing, slorage facilities, é!Jld distributioo 
networks are 
The pollee In your counlry 
The judlclary In your counlry ls lndependenl and 
nol subjecl lo lnterlerence by the government 
andlor parties lo the dispute 
Prlvate business has recourse lo independent 
and lmpartial courts lor challenging the legality 
ol governmenl aclions andlor regulalions 
Administrativa regulalioos that constrain 
businesses are 
lnlormatlon about business in your country ls 
Use ol computers In your country is 9.15 Computar Utillzatlon _ ·i 
3.01 Finé!Jlclal Market Sophlstlca~i~n _____ .!h~ level ol sophisticatloo olliné!Jlcial markets in 
15 
J sell lit ti e lo neighboring countrles 
l 
lar worse ltlé!Jl in your major trading partners 
coostrains business developmenl 





nol in widespread use é!Jld dillicult lo connect 
prollibitively expensive 
grossly inadequate 
do not ellectively saleguard persooal securlty so 





scarce and hard lo access 
limiled or non-existen! 
lower lhé!Jl lnlernational norms 
Hlgh Score 
unique prooucts and process 
conduct U1elr own pror.Juctlor1, pror.Juct 
development, dlstrlbutlon umJ lllwketlny 
heavlly emphaslzed 
pioneer new products or processes 
have tileir own lorelgn dlstrlbutlon and marketing 
organlzatlons 
have tltelf ow11 brands 
sell 111 bot11 tllgh-lncome and devoloplng murkets 
sell extensively lo neighborl11g countrles 
lar superior to that In other countrles 
rneets business requlremenls vory well 
has sulllclollt power gonoratlon cupaclty 
higt11y developed 
extensiva and sulllclent 
rnodern and elllclent 
widely usad and hlgtlly relioi.Jie 
vety allordable 
well developed 
ellectlvely saleguard personal securlty so ttlat 11 





extensiva and easlly ovallable 
sophisttcotod and wlduspread 
hlgher than lnternallonal norms 
·. 
•---- B. 
9.16 Stock Market Access 
3.02 V enture Capital Availability 
5. Human Resources 
7.05 Ouality ol Primary and Secondary 
Education 
7.04 Adequacy ol Average Years ol 
Schooling _ 
5.12 Ouality ol Scientlsts & Englneers 
6. 16 Ouallty ol Business Schools 
Question 
your country ls 
Stock markets In your country are 
V enture capital is 
The primary and secondary system in your 
country _ _ 
Average years of schooling of the labor force ls 
Your country 
Your country 
6. Sclence & Technology 1 __ _ 
5.04 Public lnvestment in Non-Milltary Your country 
R&D 
- 5.03 Ouality ol Science Áesearch ___ -- -fSclenlillc research instrtutloos ·,n you¡- country 
lnstitutions are 
5.06 Universlty/lndustry Research Research collaboration 
. ___ Collabor~~~---------------· ____ -·-- ·---- --------
Demand Condltlons____________ _ _______ ----------------
9.01 Buyer Sophistication Buyers In your country are 
9.12 Demanding Regulatory Standards 
-- --- --· ---- ·-
1 
1 
Regulatory standards (e.g., product standards, 
energy, salety) in your country are 
f ¡ _____ --- _ _!. ~ 4 Openness <?1 Publi<:._S_~to~_fontr~cts 
Public sector contracts are 
C. Relate_d_ and Supportlng Industries __ 
9.13 Domeslic Supplier Quantity 
9.05 Domesllc Suppller Ouallty 
1 Suppliers available in your country are 
1 
1 Supplier capabilitles In your country are . 
D. Context for Flrm Strategy andRiv;¡;y- ·-·- ~ - -·- ----- ·- --
- . ' 
5. 11 lntellectual Property Protecllo!'J _ __ . 1 lntellectual property ls 
8.03 Irregular Payments (Bribery) 1 Irregular, additional payments connected with 
1.01 Tarlll Llberallzation 
-----
1.02 Hidden Trade Barrier liberallzation 
1.13 Openness lo Foreign lnvestors 
lmport and export permits, business licenses, 
exchange controls, tax assessments, pollee 
protection, or loan applications are 
The level ol lmport tarills and quotas in your 
country _ _ _ ___ ___ _ _ 
Hidden lmport barriers (other than published 
tarills and quotas) are 
Foreign investors 
9.17 
r-- - - 9.69 
1 
· ,ntens iiy-Oi_ ~ocai competition _:----~_=-:· coffip~tition iñ the iocai ·!l'ar'kit is --~- _ __ ---
Extenl ol Locally Based Compelilors ~ Competilion In the local market consists 
1 primarily ol 
! Antítrust or anti-monopoly policy in your country 8.02 Ellectiveness ol Anll-trust Pollcy 
16 
Low Score 
accessible only to the largest frrms 
not readily available for risk-taking entrepreneurs 
fails to equip young workers with basic skills 
far below lnternational standard 
lacks well-qualified scientists and engineers 
does not havo a well-developO<.I manayernent 
education system lor business executivos 
spends insullicient public funds in non-military 
R&D 
not lnternatlonally roputable 
does not oxist between univorsities and lndustry 
-
unsophisticated; choose based on the towest 
price 
lax or non-existent 
!IOl adequately open to loreign investors 
largely non-existent 
lnelliclent, have little technologlcal capablllty 
not adequately protected In your country 
common 
slgnillcantly raises the cost of acquiring lorelgn 
materlals and equlprnent for your flrm 
an importan! problem In your counlry 
may not acquire conlrolln a domes tic company 
!l'inimal. Market positions rarely changa 
imports 
is not ellective at promoting competition 
High Score 
open to new ond rnodlum -slzod companles 
readrly available for new business dovolopment 
ollers rigorous tralnlng In language, math, ond 
sclencos 
woll sulllclont lor your country lo competo In tho 
world economy 
has a larga pool of compotont sclenllsts and 
englneers 
lla5 flr5l ·clus5 bu5III05S scllool5 to truln 
managers 
commlts substantlal public rosourcos lo non-
miiiiUryn&o 
truly world class 
is very close betweon unlvorsltlos and lrrdustry 
knowledgeable, demanding, am.l buy lnnovalive 
products 
arnong tire world's rnost strlngont 
open to lorelgn b!dders 
numerous and lnclude rnost lrnportant matorlals, 
cornponents. equlprnont, and sorvlcos 
lnternalionally competitivo, asslst In now product 
and process devoloprnont 
woll protoctod In your country 
not common 
ls not a sorlous lrrrpodirnont lo your llrm's 
accoss lo lorolgn rnutorlul5 am.l 0<1ulprnent 
nol an lrnportar .t problem 
are freo to acqulre control of domosllc 
cornpanles 
intenso. Market shares fluctuate constanlly 
cornpanies with operatlons In lhe country 
ellectively prornotes competrtion 
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ENDNOTES 
1 Gregory Bond and Steven Yonish played a major role in the statistical analyses reponed in this anide . .,..ith 
special thanks to .-\ndrew Warner for both his contribution to compiling the data and his thoughtful comments. 
Felipe Larraín B .. Anita McGahan . Jan Rivk.in. and Scott Stern provided helpful comments. This anicle draws 
from a book in progress. Competing for Prosperiry: the tHicroeconomic Focmdarions of Economic Development. 
The ideas build on the framework first descritx:d in Poner ( 1990) and deve1oped in a series of subsequent studies 
and papers. This line of research has benefited greatly from joint work and discussions with l\lichael Enright. 
:\lichael Fairbanks. Pankaj Ghemawat. Veronica Ingham. Tarun Khanna. Stace Lindsay. Lucia Marshall. U. 
Srinivasa Rangan. Mariko Sakakibara. Dawn Sylvester. Hirotaka Takeuchi. and Claas van der Linde. 
:: See the .-\ppendix. for the actual wording of each question . together with the definitions of low and high . 
3 An additional question was included about corporate di versification. which is beyond the scope of this article. 
~ This measurement constraint reduced the statistica1 power of the following analysis. Furtherrnore. in ana1yzing 
subgroups of countries where the degrees of freedom were limited. this problem is ex.acerbated. 
5 Only three countries had a meaningful proportion of outliers in responses: Indonesia. Jordan, and Ukraine. We 
included these countries in the ana1ysis . Rerunning the analysis without them confirmed the stabi1ity of the results. 
6 The source can be found in The Global Compeririveness Repon 1997 (variable 5. 15). 
7 I omitted Lux.embourg from the analysis because its tiny population and idiosyncratic circumstances limited its 
comparability with the rest of the sample. It also had 1ess than ten survey responses. 
s There is less income variation between countries in the low and high ends of thc income spectrum. with a large 
variation in per capita income in the middle. The modest variance at the 1ow income end has much todo with the 
limited country sample. The income variation affects the characteristics of the sample will be imponant to keep in 
mind when interpreting the results. 
9 GDP per workcr is employed as a productivity measure in sorne studies. I used the broader mcasure hcre bccause 
holders of capital, not only workers, contribute to national productivity. Also. GDP per workcr can be increased by 
high unemploymcnt or low workforce panicipation which do not increase wea1th. In comparing the United States 
and France. for example, the United States has absorbed a huge influx of new workers (higher workforce 
participation) over the last decade, while France has maintained high GDP per worker but with high 
unemployment and a large student popul:Hion not counted as pan of the poten tia! workforce. 
10 Statistical significance at a=5% anda= l 0% (al! two-tailed tests) is noted in the table. 
11 The ex.tent of local1y based competitors is the one variable from the special questions that is not significant, but 
its relationship to productivity is complex. In low income economies, the presence of many locally based 
competitors may signify an economy shielded from international competition with negative implications for 
productivity. In an open economy with intense local rivalry, the theory suggests that the presence of locally based 
competitors will enhance productivity because of more in tense pressures to upgrade and positive externalities in the 
local business environment. Thus a more complex interactive specification is indicated, which will be an area for 
future research when a larger sample size is available. Interestingly, the extent of local! y based competitors proved 
significant in the growth equations where these ambiguities in the specification are largely absent. 
1
:: The available human resource variables. largely concerned with the quantity and quality of schools, have only a 
modest relationship to the leve! of GDP per capita. National investment in schools and universities per se appears 
insufficient to explaining differences in national productivity without parallel mechanisms to foster the 
development of skills meaningful to companies. and to create demand in companies for more skilled employees. 
Interestingly, the variable measuring attention to skills training, which is linked directly to companies, has a 
considerably higher R1 than any of the other human resource-related measures in the leve! analysis. 
13 For a discussion of these issues see Poner and van der Linde (1995), and the essay by Panayotou and Vincent in 
The Global Competiriveness Report 1997. 
1 ~ I omitted the buyer sophistication variable to test the sensitivity of my overall results. The results were 
qualitatively similar. 
15 Common factor analysis is a statistical technique for summarizing data by accounting for thc common variancc 
among al! included variables. An alternative approach using a principal components analysis yielded identical 
qualitative results . 
16 In both variable scts, no other factor accounted for more than 7.3% of the covariance. 
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' The special survey variables exclude detailed measures of types of ph ysical in frastructure . administrati\e 
in fras tructure. and the like. 
u The forecast region has wider bands than a 95% mean confidence region . The lauer provides a confidence 
interval for a given leve! of competitiveness over repeated observations . The forecast region method. in contrast. 
retlects a higher degree of inherent uncenainty in predicting a single observation . As a result. interpretation of the 
proximity of data points to the regression line is undenaken with appropriate caveats. Note that the forecast region 
widens slightly as it moves away from the ··center"" of the graph . The center is the point located at the intersection 
of the mean GDP per cap ita leve! and mean factor score. 
19 The presence of regional clustering can diminish the appropriateness of data at the national leve!. 
~o For simplicity. 1 present only the results for the broader set of microeconomic variables. In both subgroups. the 
special survey variables are highly correlated with the broader set of microeconomic variables. and explain 
vinually all of the variance explained by the broader se!. 
11 Past macroeconomic variables have been shown to play a significan! role in determining curren! wealth levels. 
For example. Mankiw et. al. (1992) find that the national savings rate (defined as the share of prívate and 
government investment in real GDP). population growth, and human capital (proxied by the secondary school 
enrollment rate) averaged over the 1960-1985 time period explain a high proponion of the cross-country variation 
in thc 1985 leve! of output pcr worker in a broad sct of countries. However. the explanatory power of the variables 
significantly decreases when the sample is restricted to OECD countries. which constitute over one half of my 
samplc. The results of Mankiw et. al. ·s analysis versus mine appears to be heavily intluenced by thc use of 
historical macro variables. which wc did not have access to given the time available, and the inclusion of many 
vcry poor countrics. 
~! Note that years of schooling is correlated with various other more micro-based human resource measures. 
Following Hall and Jones (1998) and Nordhaus ( 199-4 ). 1 al so explored the impact of distance from the cqua10r 
(DISEQ) on productivity levels. albeit with a smaller samplc involving fewer low income countries. Hall and Joncs 
find that DISEQ has a significantly positive (although indirect) impact on productivity. lnterestingly. when MICI 
is introduced into the n:gression. there is no longer a statistically significan! relationship between DISEQ and the 
leve! of productivity. lt is interesting 10 speculate whether thcre is any causal link between DISEQ and the ability 
to improve the microeconomic environment. which represents a question for future research . With or without 
MICI included, DISEQ was significantly negative for high income countries and insignificant for low incomc 
countries. This raises sorne doubt about the causal role of climate per se. 
13 MICI Growth explained 53% of the variance in growth among low income countries. 19% among middle 
income countries. and only 8% among high income countries. The lauer result may again rellect limited variance 
in the survey responses . 
1~ Gross domestic investment and national saving were highly correlated and about equally imponant in explaining 
the variance in growth (national savings was slightly inferior), so they were treated as alternatives. 
15 Mankiw ( 1995) provides a summary of sorne of the most noteworthy findings in the growth literature: a low 
initial leve! of income is associated with a high subsequent growth rate when other variables are held constant: the 
share of output allocated to investment and various measures of human capital. such as enrollment rates in primary 
and secondary schools. are positively associated with per capita GDP growth; population growth, political 
instability, and distorted markets are negatively associated with growth. Countries with beuer developed financia! 
markets tend to have higher growth rates. l treated financia! markets as part of the microeconomic business 
environment and found severa! fine-grained measures of financia! market development to be significant. 
16 Seventeen "low" income countries hada GDP per capita less than $7,000; seventeen .. medium" income countries 
hada GDP per capita between $7,000 and $19,000; and eighteen ''high" incomc countries hada GDP per capita 
!!reater than S 19.000. 
17 Thc analysis was also conducted for two subgroups-lower income and highcr income. While more variables 
were statistically significan!, the results were qualitatively similar but less revealing. 
~8 For thc lower pcr capita GDP countries. far fewcr variables were significant than in the full sample, although 
part of the reason was more statistical (fewer degrees of freedom. less variancc in GDP per capita and survey 
responses) than economic. 
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~ 9 Low income countries have the highest variance in grow1h , and t.he proponion of variance explained is highesL 
Also. while the adequacy of years of schooling was barely significan[. t.he quality of primary and secondary 
education was actually negative and signiticanL This may be an example of the consequences when business 
environment moves too far ahead of company needs. 
~ I also explored the relative intluence of macro and micro in the country income subgroups. MlCI Gro.,.,'th 
contributed much more to explained variance in the low income countries than the macro variables. Conversely. 
the macro variables contributed substantially more to explained variance in the high income countries than the 
micro variables. These results. however. must be treated as preliminary. 
31 MICI Grow1h was used to rank countries based on microeconomic groW1h potential (not shown). As might be 
expected given the overlapping variables. the correlation between MlCI and MICI GroW1h was very high. Sorne 
interesting differences in ranking emerged, however. Germany and to a lesser extent Switzerland were ranked 
worse on microeconomic groW1h climate than on leve!. as were the Slovak Republic and Russia. These are 
countries where the sources of dynamism (e.g., local rivalry, business information. equity capital availability) have 
been lagging. Singapore was ranked higher on microeconomic groW1h than on leve!. together with Vietnam and 
Portugal. 
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